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High 'School 
Massa.ere 
Rais·es 
Concern 
·--
Tragedy not LinJ,ited to Urban· ,_ 
' Areas, :§~udents .Say 
·. ., ,., .· . .. 
, ---.,,,--....;.-,-,---"-- · sho<lung spree. 
':- ; By,.K!MO'l1U' •.K. Bno,vr'i ·:,. The savage .. violence bas spr~a.d, ~ 
. Hilltop;SiatIWriter · " . , great con_cenucross the nadon, and, : 
·' · even here at Howard University. 
Like a neve1°~nding nightmare, Some students say this tragic; copy 
·another incident of h'igh school ,vio- . cat incident is not solely linked to 
lence gripped the nation's attention, urban communities. _ · · 
ieaving many to wonde~ bow a class- · , "I think it's sad, but rural Americ,a 
room,co\lldi'turn intq a bloody'bat; ·has h,;i,d problems in the past qi~f).lq, 
tlefield, one~ again. · 1 ; on~ has aqdressed," said Chris19p1j~{ 
The senseless-shooting and bomb- Lee, a· senior marketing ljlaj_~~-
ing by two students in the hallways :•unfortunately, it takes situations~ 
and classrooms of Columbine High this for those attitudes to be 
School in Littleton, Colo., left up. to resolved." 
15 dead and nearly 20 injured late Various students painted a bleak 
Wednesday. This massacre follows -: .picture of the chaos throughout the 
the' deadly line of rampages that school. Some said they were within 
occurred in Oregon, Idaho, Arkansas,' a coup1e of feet from other vicJinjs 
Kentucky, Thnnessee, Mississippi and who were fatally shot at close-raqge. 
Pennsylvania. Students say the assassins stact,¢. in 
Classmates described the two the cafeteria and then worke<! /P,/llf 
armed men, Eric Harris and Dylan way to the library and bathrooms, as 
Klebold, as outcasts. They claim the they blew innocent victims 'a,v1y 
young men were members of the while laughing. 
"Trenchcoat Mafia," an organization The string of mass murders that 
built on racism and disdain for the occurred in the various hlgh schools 
government. Students said the young across the country bas answered the 
men aimed to kill athletes and question: "Could this happen at 
minorities, .however other students Howard University or at students' 
Hilltop Staff/ERIC HALL 
HUSA President-elect Marilyn Hoosen, aSou1h African nau,.,, last mon1h became the seccnd cons,v:uth'c foteig,l-bornstudent elected le lca<ljbe stµdent body in 
rerent yi:ats. She reflects the fastest_i:rowjog population on Howard's camJ>us; roughly one of e,-ery fh-e Howard students is born outside the United States. 
and faculty members died in the See SHOOTING, A3 
Sanchez, to Speak 
at Rankin· Chapel Foreign-Born Students .Take 
Greater Role on Campus South African Embassador to Be Part of Panel ' Sonia Sanchez, the famed poet, activist and lecturer on Black Culture at : 
Temple University in Philadelphla, will speak at Rankin Chapel Sunday , 
at 3:30 p.m., school officials said. : By JASON T. SMITH 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
S enior chemistry major Edouard Leneus is an activist whose campaign quietly changed the way 
the University does business. 
Leneus, the activist and Haiti 
native, lobbied. bard 10 change the 
University'.s motto_: "Leadership for 
America.0 
It was fall of 1996 at a Resident 
Assistant's workshop when he 
heard President H. Patrick Swygert 
speak about Howard's need to 
develop leaders for America. · 
"Throughout his speech, he made 
no mention of international stu-
dents gaining leadership skills here 
at Howard, and then going back to 
home to their country to be lead-
ers," said Leneus, who was presi-
dent of the Haitian Student Ass~· 
\Jamaican Tax ,, 
. . ' 
: ::I11~cr~a~e by 
.. · 3.&i·Pe·rcent 
i;gDites Riots 
1· 
, ; By TRACEY N. AUSTIN 
. • Hilltop ·staff Writer 
"' ,,. ' ·.'... } t: ;.•.The Jamaican' governme~t's plan 
:.,. to' increase taxes on food, cigarettes 
.: , _ruid cars by 30 percent ignited riots 
· throµghom the Caribbean nation last 
•_;; week, sending protesters into the 
str~ts of some· cities charging the 
<:9-uritry is already overtaxed. 
The riqts sent parts of the nation to 
astand-still;while protesters blocked 
major roads. ; , 
0n)y a minority of Jamaicans are 
· actively participating in the demon-
strations because the majority is 
afraid to become involved as a result 
of the present uproar that has 
eiperged. For the most part, the oppo-
. . 
sition and demonstrations have been 
organized by the Jamaica Labor Party 
(JLP) under the leadership of Edward 
Seaga, for what many are claiming to 
be "personal gain," or to gain a pop-
ularity advantage over his past oppo-
nent Prime Minister PJ. Patterson, 
who is the present leader of the Peo-
ples National Party (PNP) and Prime 
Minister of Jamaica. Tue protesting)las led to some loot-
ing, and destruction of property. 
Many are b.laming the police force for 
the increase in disorder when the 
removal of roadblocks resulted in 
' violence. However, O'Neil Hamil-
to.n, director of public affairs and 
information at the Jamaican Embassy 
here in Washington, saitl the Minis 
SeeTAX,A3 
. 
I • . , r 
ciation at the time. 
Throughout the president's 
speech, Lem~us struggled to find his 
place in Howard's vision of leader-
ship. He was stcuggling to make a 
connection between Howard and 
his country. 
So, Leneus decided 10 lobby 
Swygert to add four words 10 the 
motto so it would read: "Leadership 
for America and the Global Com-
munity." 
The president agreed, and the 
' ' 
change was made. 
It was a change that would sym-
bolically signal a shift in vision for 
the University and make the its 
fastest-growing population feel at 
home. 
According to Gail Hewitt Clarke, 
an officer with the office of inter-
national admissions, the number of 
international students enrolling to 
Howard has been on a steady 
increase for the past two years with 
See LEADEJ;lS; A3 
' ·. 
Sanchez;, 65, the author of 13 books, is the guest of the Howard Univer- : 
sity Bahai Student Association. She often writes poems about the strug- ; 
gle berween blacks and whites, as well as between other groups. 
What's more, Sheila Sisulu, tbe new South African ambassador to the • 
United States, will be part of a panel of guests at Rankin Chapel Sunday 
at!! a.m. · 
Sisulu, 49, served as consulate-general of the South African government's 
New York office. She has served as a top aide to that government's edu- , 
cation ministry. and has been described as a fierce advocate fo~ the e\1u- : 
cation of young people. ' · : 
Bishop Donald Hilliard Jr., of the Cathedral 2d Baptist Church of New ; 
Jersey, will serve as the speaker on Sunday's service. ' : 
' 
With ROTC Cadets, -Debate 
Sparked on Kosovo Conflict 
• 1 -
By RAFIAH DAVIS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
James "Kevin" Mcint~s ready to go' to battle. For much of the last four years, McIntyre, a Howard University senior, bas gotten up before dawn three days a week, 
working his way through the Army's Reserve 
Officer's Training Program, or ROTC. 
He's run several ' laps around the track, and by 
dawn, has completed more _push-ups and ~it-ups 
than most folks complete in a lifetime. . · 
Now; as he prepares to leave the Un,iversity'for 
Jaw school, he can't help but worry about the·con-
Oict brewing thousands of miles away-jn South-
eastern Europe. Last month, President Clinton 
or~ered the U.S. Air Force to he.Ip NATO end the 
slaughter of thousands of ethnic Albanians at the 
hands of Serbian troops. · 
In.recent weeks, the push to send U.S. ground 
forces to help NATO troops in Kosovo has stirred James McIntyre offers thoughts on Koso,,. conOict while he sWncs his boots. 
interise debate both around the globe and here at 
, Howard.' . 
. l , , • 
When asked whether he'd want io fight in Koso-
vo, Mciniyrereplied: "l'm excited [about the prospect]. .. You go through four 
years of training. Now is the time to show what you can do." 
-
. 
-
But Mc!Jitytc won't be going to Kosovo. Since he's going to law scb9ol, 
See ROTC, A3 .. 
, 
CAMPUS NATION/WORlD 
I 
TEMPO SPORTSFRIDAY -WeekendWeatb-et 
BAN RAP MUSIC • ' ELECTIONS DIVERSITY PROGRAMS NEW MEMBERS TODAY: Cloudy ' 
' 74IIlGH, 52LOW ..Faculty Senate Elections stirs debate. Nati9n{ll programs aim for diversity in ~- Delores Tucker under fire for protest- HU Men's Basketball Tham we!- ' . SATURDAY: Rain likely 
' admissions. mg rap music. comes new members for 1999-2000 69 filGH, 50 LOW 
,, 
See A2 
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Faculty Senate Election Procedures Stir Debate 
" 
By K EELA S, SEALES 
Hi(ltop Staff Writer 
.. ,,;: spite of two controversial election results and con-
cer~s regarding low faculty voter turnout, the Faculty Sen-
ate continues to use an out-dated election process 10 
ch'oose the nominees for the Faculty Trusteeship 10 the 
Howard University Board of Trustees. The actions of the 
Faculty Senate place the nominees in jeopardy of not 
being considered by the Board for membership. as the Fac-
ulty, Senate election procedures have not been approved 
by•the Board of Trustees. 
The action by the Board follows after a failed four-year 
etflift to persuade the Faculty Senate to adopt a mail bal, 
lol'system for the election of the Faculty Trustee. The 
Btlard of Trustees began a review of the Faculty Senate's 
elettion process after the 1994 election that led 10 the elec-
tion of a non-eligible person as Faculty Trustee. A sub-
sequent special election was required 10 fi ll the seat. That 
special election resulted in contestation and allegations 
of irregularities. 
Or.' Gary Harris, the unsuccessful candidate in that 
r:!ce. 
"''1'he current limiting process of allowing only those 
prt!sent to vote is unfair and discourages faculty partici• 
~ation," Harris said. "We have research and teaching 10 
dol•ii should b.: made convenient.'' 
. In 1995. the Board's Nominations and Degrees Com-
miuee recommendation to former Chair of the Faculty 
Senate Muriel Poston that the Senate develop a mail-in 
ballot procedure similar to the process u&ed to elect the 
Alumni Trustee went ignored. The mail ballot voting 
method, to be overseen by an independent certified 
accounting firm, was deemed less controversial and more 
convenient for the faculty. 
Upon the election of the next Faculty Senate Chair 
Richard Thornell in 1996, the Board again reiterated the 
need for a mail-in balloting system. 
"I urged the Senate 10 provide for a mail ballot for the 
election and nomination of several positions. There has 
been resistance. I'm not sure why. as an institution com-
milled to civil rights, we wouldn't want procedures as open 
as possible". Thorne! said. Desp ite several 
meetings and much assistance from Earl Graves, Chair-
man of the Board's Nominations and Degrees Commit-
tee. and President H. Patrick Swygert, the Faculty Sen-
ate was unable 10 implement the new system and held the 
1997 election for Faculty Trustee using their old system. 
Once again, low faculty turnout and objections regard-
ing the election of Trustee nominees marked this election. 
Notwithstanding Faculty Senate non-compliance, the 
Board of Trustees approved the highly-contested nomi-
nation of Muriel Poston in 1997. and continued 10 rec-
ommend the need for mail balloting. Noting the Board's 
request 10 implement mail balloting forthe Spring I 999 
election, Secretary of the Board Artis Hampshire-Cowan 
Students Attend Engineering Convention 
' , 
1 f~ 
Special to The Hilltop/EDOUARD LENEUS 
Senior Michelle Williams explains her po6ter and research procedure to a fellow scientist. 
By ADRISSHA WIMHF.RI.Y, 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The week of Apri l 5-11.1999agroupofchemistry 
students auended the 1999 NOBCCHEconference in 
San Diego, California. The ten students. five under-
graduates and five graduates. took part in one of the 
most in0uential chemistry experiences. NOBC· 
CHE, the National Organization of the Professional 
Advancement of Black Chemist and Chemical Engi-
"'"' neers. is an opportunity for future sciemists 10 net• 
~,,~work with companies and build a reppore with fel-
.,, ,. low Black ,vorkers. 
, 1, ,, 'There are unlimited opportunities 10 find an intern-
• 
ship," said senior Michelle Williams. 
Not only are career fairs held, but also symposiums. 
Students can attend discussions of the latest research 
presented by a fellow student or a senior-level 
researcher. What is more. late night activities are 
sponsored. such as. dinner. a formal awards banquet. 
and a night on the town. 
Some of the students ventured out into the city and 
soaked up to culture. If San Diego did nor provide 
enough excitemenl. some went 10 Tijuana, Los Ange-
les, and Los Vegas. 
Sophomore Brain Scou won an award for his exem-
plary academic achievements. Next year. Miami will 
play hosuo the NOBCCHE Conference. 
~selma: A True Symbol of 
Recalcitrant South 
- ' 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • ~ J ARRN Y. Hous~; 
l{ppfi11tedfrom May 1,1965 
Selma, Alabama. can be pointed to as a true symbol 
of the recalcitrance of the South. Physically. the depri-
vation of the Negro shows itself unmistakably clear. 
Un~1ved roads. unlighted streets. outhouses, segregat-
ed !fuses, are but a few representations of the stigma of 
lleio'g at the bottom of the ladder. 
:J,n)he past, the Negroes of Selma suffered these indig-
rllti!s with a covert anger and an overt hope that things 
woJld change. The civil rights movement gave the 
kina of impetus that was necessary 10 have these pent· 
ll°p grievances explode with volcanic force. In the past 
tllree years, there have been marches to the Dallas 
County Courthouse, individual atlempts 10 register. 
and; countless times the County jail has been filled to 
th,e;point of overflowing. Frustration and impatience 
~etc high in January, I 965. 
;;rt>e Reverend Doctor Martin Luther King. Jr., and the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference decided to 
•• join the efforts of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
G:ommiuee. the organization that had been thel'e since 
1~&2. 
:Together, the organizations and the people of the town 
protested the various and diverse forms of discrimina-
tibo. The jailings, beatings, and killings that resulted 
frotn this mass action arc now part of the violent his-
101')1 of the civil rights struggle. Peaceful protest was met 
'fil}i brutality of all kinds. It was necessary for three peo-
P!~ to sacrifice their lives. What was accomplished aside 
from'1llltionwide publicity and memorial services? 
Sel;';a is still the sleepy. recalcitrant town that I knew 
in February, 1964. Negroes are still suffering injustices 
because they wre born the 'wrong" color. The streets 
are still made of sand and clay, running water in hous-
es is .still scarce, and Oashlights are still necessary for 
many of the Negro sections. 
However. the pent-up frus1ration has found direction. 
There is an effective boycotl of all stores owned by 
whites. 
A corporation. Families Incorporated, has been start-
ed. This will establish a cooperative shopping center and 
all Selmians may buy shares at five dollars ($5) apiece. 
The Negro indigenous leadership has set forth a set 
of reasonable. meaningful demands upon the mayor and 
the city council. Unfortunately, the boycott has been met 
with mass Ii ring of Negroes from all kinds of jobs. and 
the demands have gone unanswered. 
What, then is the future for the black men and women 
of Selma, who, as all of us. want 10 see improvement 
in their own community? 
How can the Negroes of Selma continue lo hold their 
heads high and continue to accept the brutalities and 
indignities of the wMte power structure? 
The answer to these inquiries can best be summed up 
by the fact there is truly strength in unity. 
The one lasting impression o□e gets from this Black 
.Belt town is that there is black unity and that there is a 
strong, sincere belief that "Freedom's 'commin' and it 
won't be long." As idealistic as this may sound it is all 
that can be held onto at this point. The picture of 
Selma, Alabama, is still gloomy, but there is a small , 
strong ray of light, the Light of Freedom! 
Karen Y. House is c11rre111/y tire Assistant ro Preside/II 
H. Patrick Swygert 
wrote 10 Warner Lawson, Chairman of the Faculty Sen-
ate. in February 1999. By letter dated April I 6. 1999, he 
responded that the Faculty Senate Governance Commit-
tee acted on April 11. 1997 10 reject the recommendation 
for mail-in balloting. According to the Committee. mail 
balloting is not possible because the Faculty Senate by• 
laws state: I) elections must be held at the Spring meet-
ing; 2) the Faculty Senate must establish election proce-
dures; and 3) the implementation of mail balloting 
requires an amendment 10 the Faculty Senate Constitu-
tion. Professor Lawson indicated that he had recently 
learned of the 1997 action. Al press time, current Fac-
ulty Senate Chair Warner Lawson was unable to be 
reached for comment. 
After four years of auempting to work with the Facul-
ty Senate to create a mail balloting system, the Board of 
Trustees was left with the difficult decision of whether or 
not to accept the nominee for the Faculty Trusteeshjp who 
is to be chosen in the April 21 election. 
After consulting the Board earlier this week, the Chair-
man of the Board, Frank Savage, wrote to Professor 
Lawson: "In response to your assertions that the Bo;ird 
may be viewed as acting without sufficient notice and with 
excessive force. I personally reviewed the record. The 
chronology of the issue from the period April 1995 to date 
comprises a four-page document. The Board has been 
patient and reserved in its action on this mailer. We 
thought it important to exercise restraint and allow the 
I 
Faculty Senate 10 address tMs issue. By any standard, four 
years is more than sufficient time to implement this mea-
sure. Moreover, the most recent February 1999 commu• 
nication provi<!ed sufficient lead lime to implement this 
measure for the April 1999 meeting.Only individuals 
selected via a process which includes a mail ballot will 
be considered by the Board for election as a Faculty 
Trustee. These procedures relate exclusively 10 Board of 
Trustees nominations, not Faculty Senate officers elec-
tions." 
Chairman Savage also sent a memorandum to all fac• 
ulty on April 19, 1999: "We believe it important to com-
municate with you directly 10 ensure absolute clarity of 
the Boardfs intention, and 10 share with you our efforts 
over the past four years to work with the Faculty Senate 
10 implement this important measure. Providing the 
opportunj1y for all faculty 10 participate in the nomina-
tion of Faculty Trustees is our objective. We believe the 
use of a mail ballot procedure and the votes cast at the 
spring meeting of the Faculty Senate will ensure that all 
faculty have an opportunity 10 vote. We hope that you wet• 
come this opportunity 10 vote by mail given the demands 
of your schedules. We encourage your participation and 
continued engagement in the work of the University. 
While voting during the Spring meeting occurred. mail 
balloting is expected 10 occur in supplement April 26 or 
May 15, 1999.· A CPA firm will oversee the voting and 
tabulation. 
Howard Professor to Sign Book in May 
By ERICA MOODY-H ANKERSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Or. Sharon-ann Gopaul-McNicol has had five books 
released between March 1997 to March 1999. The 
Howard associate professor and licensed bilingual psy-
chologist is having a book party May 5th to promote her 
most recent work. 
A 1hr Review Guide for Bili11.g11al Childre11: Cognitive 
Assessme111 is the most recent book that hit the shelf in 
Ma.rch of I 999. From the five books Dr. Gopaul-McNi-
col has written. this work is the first she has self edited. 
In fact. the authors of the guide are her former students 
from St. Johns University. The professor's students at 
Howard University are in the making of a second volume 
of the book which she will edit again. 
' It is critical to get students exposed to publishing their 
work very early." said Dr. McNicol. The book reviews 
and gives psychologists insight on how to effectively test 
bilingual children. 
Assessing lme//~gence: App(l'i11g a Bio-c11/t11ral model is 
a "retort 10 the bell curve book." said Gopaul-McNicol. 
By formulating twelve years of research, the DoctQr and 
co-researchers found that minority children are not less 
intelligent that Whites. Or. Gopaul-McNicol said. "The 
interpretation of the data and the biases and the questions 
could sometimes lend itself where Blacks don't do as well 
as Whites but if the question is taken into consideration 
and 1hr experience and the environment in which they 
grow up, you will find it much more re0ective of their abil-
ity." This book was published in March of 1998. 
Cross-c11/r11ral pracrice: Assessment, Trear111e111 and 
Trai11i11g. published in November of 1997. focuses on psy-
chotherapy with culturally diverse adults. From research, 
the gives answers to issues such as parenting and marriage 
with cross-cultural couples. 
Worki11g With Li11g11istic Olld C11/111rolly Different Chil-
dre11: Jn11ovative Cli11ical a11d Ed11cario11a/ Approaches is 
a comprehensive book that Dr. Gopaul-McNicol feels is 
for anyone who works with children who are culturally 
and linguistically different. 
"It goes into every possible area that you can offer sug-
gestions," said the doctor. This book wMch came out in 
January of 1998. answers questions of how to assess chjJ. 
dren and even has a chapter specially 10 guide parents. 
A M11/itc11/111ral/M11/timodel/M11/tisys1ems Approach to 
l\vrki11g With Cu/mrally Differem Families answers how 
to give psychotherapy with families. 
' In my years of research I've found that lhis is the best 
one 10 work with these families." Gopaul-McNicol said. 
With many of her books being geared towards children, 
McNicol feels that change within the world must come 
from young people. 
"My goal is to nurture. stimula1e, motivate tlie young 
people," she said. 
This author is working on her upcoming book, Kbmen 
and Politics: Fear of Leadership which she co-authors 
with her mother. This will be her first book that is not 
within the psychological area. ' ls it a fear of leadership 
that we don't enter politics?" she questioned, comment-
ing on her future book. This book should be out around 
the end of 1999/beginning of 2000. 
The book party in honor of Dr. Sharon-ann Gopaul-
McN icol will have commentaries. book ordering, and 
book signing. It wi ll be held May 5th, 1999 from 3:00 
p.m. 10 5:00 p.rn. in room 148- 150 of the Blackburn 
Center. 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Llly Endowment/ UNCF HBCU Award $1 Million to 
Howard University 
Howard University announced Tuesday that the University has received 
a grant of $1 million from the Lily Endowment/ United Negro College Fund 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities Program. The award supports 
the development of a new doctoral scholars program that will be designed 
two increase the number of Ph.D. recipients among African Americans and 
individuals from other underrepresented groups who wish to pursue a 
teaching career in higher education. 
The University will receive $750,000 (75%) of the grant award immedi-
ately and the remaining $250,000 (25%) when it raises an equal amount 
in matching funds from private sources. 
UGSA Selects 1999-2000 Executive Board 
The Undergraduate Student Assembly selected its 1999-00 Executive 
Board on Tuesday. Congratulations to the following newly elected officers: 
Coordinator- Alisa Alston 
Vice Coordinator- Howard Brown 
Financial Advisor- Erick D. Watson 
Programs Director- Brandon Neal 
Public Relations Director- Asha May 
Grievance Director-Toi Outerbridge 
Compiled by Staff Writer Aprill 0 . Turner, Campus Briefs run weekly in 
the Campus section ofThe Hilltop and must be delivered, faxed, ore-malled 
to the newspaper no l ater than 5 p.m. Monday. The Hilltop is located on 
the Plaza level of the Plaza Towers West, the fax number is 202.806.4758 
and the e-mail address is thehilltop@hotmail.com. . 
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International Students -Rise 
as Leaders at Howard 
µ,ADEllS.from Al 
'I;$nifi:an1 numbers coming from !he Caribbean 
and tbe African con1inen1. Roughly one oul of 
every five s1uden1s is foreign-born, according 10 
some estimates. 
That's consistent with 1he national trend of 
increased enrollmen1 of foreign s1uden1s 10 Amer-
ican colleges and universities according 10 a report 
1ha1 was recently released by !he lns1i1u1e for 
International Education. The report, "Open Doors, 
1997-98," reported a 5.1 percent increase for the 
1.997-98 school year. That puts !he number of for-
eign students studying in !he United States at 
481,280 for those years. A !rend that is expected 
to continue said the report. 
Clarke. whose office gathers 1he admissions and 
sponsorship information on the international stu-
dents applying 10 Howard and decides whether or 
not they are eligible for enroll men I, said 1ha1 active 
Howard alumni based in various corners of the 
world have helped recruit hundreds of international 
students for the University. 
The change of the mollo 10 reflect a growing 
global mission and increased numbers of inter-
national students in high profile campus posi-
tions represents a sign ificant shift for a school 
1ba1 has traditionally groomed American-born 
students 10 go back 10 their communities and lead 
at a grassroots level. Now. the Uni versi1y seems 
10 ~ grooming more and more in1erna1ional SIU-
dents 10 go back 10 !heir countries and lead from 
there. 
Take South African born Howard University 
Student Association president-elect Marilyn 
Hoosen. Hoosen, a African-American graduate 
studies studem. is only the second in1erna1ional 
student 10 take the helm of 1he HUSA. 1hc strongest 
arm of s1Uden1 political power. And she says 1ha1 
her steady rise 10 s1uden1 political-power was no 
coincidence. ··Jr's some1hing that we've been build-
ing on. I was president of the African Student 
Association and president of 1he h11erna1ional 
S1uden! Association," said Hoosen. "We decided 
1ha1 ii was important that we unite our forces and 
facili1a1ed 1he possibi lity of an international stu-
dent to occupy a major student leadership position 
on campus ... We do believe that when in1erna1ional 
students unite, our constituency does indeed grow." 
The benefits for having international students 
gaining more power on campus are many, says, 
Hoosen. 
"In1erna1ional s1udenl's participation in s1uden1 
politics allows us 10 encourage more American stu-
dents to travel omside 1he boundaries of the Unit-
ed Stales," said Hoosen who added thal many stu-
dems have already approached her about traveling 
10 South Africa. And Hoosen is quick 10 point ou1 
1hat she is 1he HUSA president for 1he entire Uni-
versity, no1 just for international students. 
Bui the road to being an acrual srudeni of the Uni-
versity is an often perilous one that leaves many 
Howard prospects in their home coun1ry when 
mos1 Howard s1uden1s are beginning their firs1 days 
of class. 
According 10 the office of hllernational Admis-
sions and the office of Jn1ernational Student Ser-
vices. before international S1Uden1s can gel their 
visa 1hcy mus! prove 1ha1 they're family has suffi-
cient funds 10 cover !he first IUilion, room. board 
and books. A tally 1ha1 could run as high as 
$2 1,000 said one University official. 
"'Tha1·s a 101 of money even for an American s111-
dcn1." said Clarke. And since 1he Federal govern-
ment docs no1 grant swden1 aide 10 foreign stu-
dems. !he field of college in1erna1ional prospects 
is narrowed down 10 either the very rich. the !hose 
families who planned ahead and saved money. or 
those lucky enough 10 find a sponsor from a 
money giving foundation or wealthy philan• 
thropisl. 
"We gel a 101 of calls from students with excel-
len1 SAT scores and the desire 10 auend Howard 
bu! they have no money. And we can't give you a 
scholarship based on 1ha1," said Clarke who added 
the University scholarships are limited in number 
and very competitive. "lflhere is a fund for des1i-
tu1e international students I haven'! seen ii." 
Hoosen, who's father works in wholesale and 
mother is a s1ay-a1-home mom said that her par• 
en1s saved up 1he necessary dollars for 10 send her 
10 America. 
But once here. many foreign-born s1uden1s feel 
!hat ii is impor1an110 get involved in campus life. 
even if involvement it limited in scope. 
Adrian Lawrence. a senior engineering major and 
native of Kingston, Jamaica, said he is not that 
involved bm it's no1 because he doesn't feel a1 home 
on campus. His major keeps him busy he said. 
BUI has managed 10 find time 10 join Thu Bern 
Pi. an engineering honors society and he was also 
the public relations director of the Caribbean SIU• 
dents Association. 
"In1erna1ional students make up a large pan of 
the Howard population so they are jus1 as much a 
part of 1he H.U. family. They should feel they have 
just as much of a right 10 par1icipa1e in any orga-
nization on campus," said Lawrence. 
BUI senior biology major Simone Christie, anolh• 
er Jamaican na1ive, 
said she dcfini1ery feels a separJ1ion between 1he 
in1erna1ional s1uden1s and !he American s1uden1s 
Bur Christie advises other in1erna1ional students 
"to become involved in other organizations and 10 
go forward. Bui you mus! remember Iha! you can'! 
force your values on other people." 
Tax Increase Angers Jamaican Citizens 
areas 1hroughou1 the country. roadblocks have There have been fears !hill an effect on tourism 
TAX.from Al been reported 10 occur a1 locations in Kings1on will occur. O'Neil Hamilton offers 1ha1 ··tourism 
such as Cons1an1 Spring Road, Short Hi lls Roa\). in10 the couniry should no1 be affected, 1hcre has 
-ter of Security and the Police Force has done an and jus1 recently Knmxford Boulevard. which are been no indication of wholesalers hailing deliver• 
excellent job laking a "hands-on and engaged pos- !he routes 10 and locations of some of the main ies :,nd the airlines are still properly functioning:· 
ture" 10 controlling !he situation. Some of !he business sites in Jamaica including some major How qu ickly Jamaica will regain its normal 
roadbloc~s :,ver!! removed by means of !ear gas, . banks. fupcliqnjng is undetermined. There are other major 
.conseqlfentlr, there M"<>'e'bteh rulllors t)lal shoo.- ,.. On Tuesdi1Y nisht,, al a~v1 ~ p.m .. Prime Min- , Pl0ICS\s being organized by the JLP in the 
ini;s )jav~ occurred and four 10 seven deaths have ister Panerson addressed the nauon w11h what 
resulled sini, lhx ~ginnin~of !he demonstrations. , many considenq pe ~ "weak" speech. A Jamaic,ui KingSIOn area. Ajamu 1.K. Qunean a Howard Uni-
Howeve~ Mr. 'i-ia.mdionsays: lli11 1h~e~Iaims are' ,1 Iha! does r\ol wisl/ 1b'disclpse his name.St¥ted. "'he ,, lrerslty Engineering stude.QI from Kingston. 
"comple_tbf'fa'biadMe'<t"· . 1 11 ' '" ' '" ' ( P.J. Pauerion J offered no solution 10 1he diSIUr• Jamaica believes Iha! the reason behind the protesl-
RecenJly, 1he coun\'y· has no! been able to con- bances or 1hc police action and simply s1a1ed 1ha1 ing is more for personal benefils 10 Edward Seaga. 
duct daily business because of !he roadblocks and 1he iax increase is necessary and will no1 be rolled he staled. ··scaga is using 1he si1ua1ion 10 gain back 
some fears for safety. Banks and schools are closed back, he said i1 has to be done". Many feel 1hai 1he his populari1y.". Al!hough Duncan feels the 1heo-
and !he couns have no! sa1 for two days. Never- Prime Minister needs 10 offer more information. ry behind 1he ·pro1es1s is just. "!he extent in which 
1heless. the majority of 1he counlry is still calm and Leon F. Anderson, a Howard University Engi- they have been taken is 100 muchi. Mr. Duncan also 
quiet. People are still able to drive on roads bu! neering s1uden1 from Kingston, Jamaica feels the said. Seaga and ihe JLP are 1aken advantage of ihe 
should a11emp11oavoid 1he roads where the blocks tax increase is justified bu! more information volatility of the nation sparking up any form of 
and barricades have been se1 up. needs to be shared with !he Jamaicans in regards anger !hey can: · 
Harnillon said 1ha1 !he lower income level citi• 10 the long term benefits or the economic plan. He 
zens will be affected on a much larger scale. along also points out that people are no! aware of the sit- Hamillon of 1he Jamaican Embassy Predicted 
with the elderly. Nevertheless. all income levels are uation or do not understand the benefits .. Ander• !hat. "as of Thursday. Jamaica should be back to 
being affected by this economic change. This has son believes 1he 1ax increase 10 be justified s1a1- normal daily func1ioning. Nonetheless. !hose busi• 
been madeeviden1 by the Ioca1ionsofmany road- ing. "because of 1he economic situation 1ha1 ness owners and citizens who have been affected 
blocks 1ha1 have occurred amongst the "up1own·· Jamaica is prese111ly experiencing the 1ax raise is personally will con1inue 10 feel 1he long-1errn 
areasofKings1onweremanyof1he higherincome inevitable, however, the amount in which ii was effects of any damaged incurred far beyond 1ha1 
level families reside. In addi1ion 10 several other raised may be 10 high". time. 
A3 
Students Debate 
Kosovo Conflict 
ROTC, from Al 
Mcintyre won'! immediately be 
forc.ed to serve 1he required four 
years in !he Army, or active duly. 'fyp-
ically, after comple1ing a degree al a 
university or college. ROTC partic-
ipants are required 10 serve four years 
ac1iveduty in 1heirrespective armed 
forces branch, and four years in 1he 
reserves. 
With 1he U.S. deepening its involve-
ment in Kosovo. !he !raining lakes on 
more meaning with Howard's stu-
dents. 
"It was something 1ha1 Clinton had 
10 do," said cadet sergeant major 
Jason Porter. The graduate student 
said Preside111 Bill Clin10n sal around 
100 long. Foreign policy is an issue 
1ha1 needs work. said Porter. 
Now that they're faced with 1he 
actuality of a ballle, 1he cadets have 
begun 10 contemplate their roles in 
this man's army. No1 100 many seem 
10 be wavering. 
"h comes with 1he 1erri1ory," said 
Porter. "If I'm called upon. I' II fight 
wilh all my might." 
Said Kanika Rosborough: ·•t think · 
it's bad 1ha1 the same things are 
occurring today Iha! occurred in the 
holocaust." The search Army ROTC 
search sergeant said she hoped the 
nation's leaders came 10 a quick solu-
tion 10 !he conflict. 
Mos! s1uden1s imerviewed said they 
won't see combat. Executive officer 
Sonya Smith. a senior, said that after 
' , . 
graduating from school. the soldi_rn 
1hen have 10 enter training before 
they would be able 10 fight in a war. 
Mos! do no! expect the confliut, in 
Kosovo 10 las! that long said SmHh, 
However, the cadets are required 10 
serve four years active duty and fpur 
more in !he Reserves, and the I.Jnil:; 
ed Stales' involvement in KosoY,O 
has made the prospect of fighti(lll 
more real for them. 
McIntyre calls banle "the fun par1.!l 
Bui his friend, Rosborough, does not 
agree. Like many African Amerio 
cans in !he ROTC, she said shc,l"ll.~ 
drawn 10 !he program primarilJ!,for 
financial benefits. More and more 
young African Americans are u~ipg 
the ROTC as a way to pay for:cqe 
lege. and the community fears,1Ia1 
those san1e young people will be sao-
rificed on the front lines. ., 
The cadets disagree. "We are ~till a 
minority in the mili1aryoveralI;: said 
Porter. "We are no! saturated in pQe 
particular area of service," He .~II 
that African Americans should·-be 
proud to serve their country. ,.';I~'~ 
another avenue for African Amerin 
cans to exemplify strength and skill,l( 
McIntyre said that if more Afri~an 
Americans go 10 war ii would serve 
as another opportunity for them to 
show valor. like they did in the pre• 
vious wars. He also said 1ha1 people 
should focus on the positive benefits 
of joining the ROTC. such as !he col• 
lege scholarships and the chance td 
see the world. "Everybody doesn'( 
fight," he said. i 
High School 
Shooting Draws 
Concern Among 
Students 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SHOOTING,/mm A I 
own hometown high schools?" 
The reality exists. 
The second question is Why? Why 
did these young men establish a mis• 
sion 10 take 1he lives of fellow class• 
maics and teachers wilh assault rifles 
and hand grenades? The assassins 
grew up in 1wo-parcn1 households 
and were involved in s1udcn1 ac1ivi-
1ies. Although s1uden1s say they were 
ridiculed for being different. many 
said 1hey did 001 think 1he 1wo young 
men would. OU! of anger from being 
teased. go 10 such an extreme. 
Senior education major Kelly 
Owens said the fact Iha! the young 
men had two-pa.rent households was 
nol relevant 10 1heir ac1ions. 
"'h's sad 1ha1 such a tragic episode 
has 10 go on." Owens said. ··11 is 
proof 1ha1 no! all young people in 
two-parent homes are stable." 
Presidem Bill Cl inion. visibly sad-
dened. led prayers Wednesday for 
1he victims of the massacre. He said 
1he American public should imple• 
mem measures 1ha1 would prevent, 
these tragedies from occurring againl 
Au1hori1ies will continue 10 searcll 
• I for bodies. bu! must sti ll lake pre1 
caution because the school may still 
be loaded with booby lrnps and addi• 
1ional explosives. 
The number of 1he dead is expect-
ed 10 rise as fami lies eagerly await 
news of their missing children. 
-
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SUMMER STORAGE FOR STUDENTS • • -
NATIONAL S1:'.L•• 
S ERVICE S TORAGE 
... 
NATIONAL SELF SERVICE 
STORAGE CO. 
636-8282 --
A ,f 
.. 
CAPITAL SELF STORAGE 
543-1400 
,.._. 
600 Rhode Island Ave.. N.E. 
(R.I. Ave. Metro) 
' . 
RYDER.• 
---
............... 
, _ .... 
*NO DEPOSIT* 
SPECIAL srUDENT RATES 
PRIVATE STORAGE ROOMS 
24 HOUR SECURITY 
MOVING.AND PACKING 
SUPPLIES 
LOCKS AVAII.ABLE 
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS 
RYDER TRUCK RENTATS 
301 N Stn:ct, N.E. 
(3rd St.. &: Florida Ave., N.E.) 
VISA 
· 10% Discount on any storage room with 
payment in advance for entire SUlllmer , 
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
. I 
ews r1e 
· · · · 23 April 1999. 
1• ••, • ) l.l f 
• • J ·. ' 
'. • I ' ' ~ • 
' • ( I 
I • 
.. . ... 
WHU B.I.S.O.N. REGISTRATIONW . . . 
SUMMER SCHOOL 1999 
iii MONDAY, 3 MAY· WEDNESDAY, 30 JUNE 
-- - - - - - -
t ' "' • \.I - .... .;:. . ~ .. ~ • .t;!.- J: • 
• 
• 
,,...,, ....... _ 
;.,."-· -...:-. . .. 
·";,.,.;,,, . 
. · HU B.I.S.O.N. will be available te register for Summer School -
• c-.-.-: 
i~ Sessioras I and II, according to the schedule below: , 
' . I ..t-c..,. 
I l,ll.;·X"" 
' ::K-C-'"✓• 
I ~)QI:...:" !:•:•· .... ,.; I cc,.~,._ 
' =-❖:·· 
'~,.,, 
" 
. . 
.. ····· 
... 
' \ .· ... 
' .. --: 
' 
' 
' 
~- _.., 
·• 
: -· 
r 4-~ : -·~-:•"'·· 
: t:::::::·: 
Session I and Session II 
3 May 1999 - 18 May 1999 
· Session II Only 
19 May 1999 - 30 June 1999 
. . 
• 
' I , 
, ►::,OC ..... 
! ~~-; Call HU B.I.S.O.N. at 202-806-4537 between 7:00 AM and 
' 
' ~~ 8:00 PM. 
I .. ...,. .. I_.,._._, 
I • • 
I ► • 
I -,,. Y' 
I '!' ' ,._. • 
~ -..... ... . 
: · · ·_ For assistance, call 202-806-2700 during n0rmal working-hours -
. . 
1 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM, Monday-Friday. . · · ,. ; 
,; ~ • \ I ' • ' , • • 
- ---· -
' 
. 
l 
. 
• 
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GET YOUR FOOT IN T.HE DOOR TO THE RECORD INDUSTRY 
(without stubbing your toel) .. 
.. 
. . 
BMG ENTERTAINIVIENT (the pla c e that artis ts s uch a s Total,. Pu.ff Daclcly,. Ro:n1.e,. 
Toni Braxton. an.cl :wu Tang Clan.) h as a n outstanding inte rns hip opportunity based in the 
Washington DC are a for a m o tivate d , enthus iastic, cre ative individual who loves an.cl. lives 
black :nt.u.si c. 
, 
Jus t a fe w require ments: 
• MUST be a college student!!! ( s oph/jr., hope fully) 
• Mus t have acc e ss to a working car. 
• Must have pas sion and e n e r gy for the mus ic. 
• After successful comple tion of internship, ser iou s con side r a tio n fo r a REA,. L j o b within one of the 
BMG Entertainme nt companies! 
This is a paid internship with a monthly s tipe nd of $220 in a dditio n to $ 5.25/hr. s ala ry. 
W e r e quest 20 hours p e r w eek (we w o rk with y our sch e dule ) . Those inte r est e d ple a se fax o r send 
a resume for immediate con s ide ration t o: 
Human Resources ( A ttn: MG.J) 
BMG Entertainment 
1 540 Broadway 
NY, N Y 10036-4098 
Fax # (212) 930-4862 
; j:Ji,.11,, ,11.11,e :::::Ill• ~•, , .. ,,Sv,M M F~a~ ·. • .
.. ,: ... }~.Ill. . ....... L I j! 1 ?!ii)i:\\?t??:'. '"';:'."'?. \'=:; · :=··; =' :':' ·.,,.,,,,,~-: -~ ·-:•:: · · · · , .. · , . · •, =· · . .. •. · ·; = ·: •. ·• 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVES (TELLERS) 
Full-Ti1ne Sun1mer Positions 
Looking to obtain profe ssiona l exp erie n ce with one o f the area's 
leading financial institutions while e a rning som e extra ca s h for t h e 
su-mmer? We currently have opportunities availa ble throughout our 
Branch Banking network. 
• Maryland • Northern Virginia • Wa.shingtony DC 
'.'.:'.:'.:¢p~~-:;:1 ~~~'.i~tJ.i.,,,~~Rl.:¢sentatives to discuss ho"7 you·· 
;,:-:: .(:t\:tUi9:!R::1?~m1,;::,,~ ;,,pJrt·· o f ,_ou,x- ,;grQw,~qg netwqr.:k. ,, ..... 
:\ .. · •:·-~-.:.·::::, . -·-.. · ...... :.· :::-:•.: : : 
·-:: .. :-. . : 
. . • .. :_•,•-·- :-: . 
For imme diate con s ide ra tio n, please call: 
(301) 907-5619 or (301) 907-5651 
CHEVY CHASE BANK 
CCB has a drugftee workplace policy. EOE, M/F./D ./Y. TDD: (30:l) 907-SB..IS. 
-
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A6 
Eye 
On The 
Diaspora 
News from around the world 
AMERICAS 
NEW YORK-Two prominent black Ameri-
cans, oae with Caribbean connections, will be 
• honored next month by the Caribbean Tourism 
Organization (CTO). Distinguished actor Sir Sid-
ney Portjer, who was born in the U.S. and spent his 
fbrmb1ive years on Cat Island in the Bahamas and 
Earl G. Graves, founder and publisher of Black 
Enterpri.1e Mt1gazi11e, will be recognized for their 
contributions to the Caribbean region at the CTO's 
26th Annual Governments of the Caribbean State 
Ball. The ball will be held May 14 at the Waldorf-
Astoria in New York City. 
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico-A transfer of U.S. 
Army Units from Panama to Puerto Rico begins 
next month. Some U.S. Army officials have already 
arrived to make arrangements for the transfer. By 
August, 788 Army South officials, 4 1 O uniformed 
personnel and 378 c ivilians will be transferred to 
1heir new offices in Fort Buchanan. 
SAN VICENTE DEL CAGUAN, Colombia-
Colombia's government restarts 1alks with rebels. 
hoping to gel the troubled peace process back on 
track. The government and Columbia's oldest and 
largest rebel group. the 15,000-member Revolu• 
tionary Armed Forces of Colombia, began a new 
round of talks amid rising public skepticism and 
reports of human rights abuses by the rebels. 
WEST INDIES 
KINGSTON, .Jamaica-Angry, chaotic and 
disruptive demonstrations to protest a J $3.97 
billion (U.S. $104.8 million) tax package 
announced last week by the Jamaican govern-
ment intensified Monday. Police and army per-
sonnel were stretched Monday afternoon as hun-
dreds of demonstrators blocked roads in sections 
of the Kingston and neighboring communities 
and some rural towns with a variety of debris 
and discarded junk including tires, wood and old 
cars. which they tben set alight. The protests. 
which started in what police described as a "spo-
radic'' fashion last Friday following word of the 
new tax measures, escalated on Monday despite 
a.strong plea from the government for the public 
to "let good sense prevail" and desist from civil 
disorder. 
PORT-OF-SPAIN, 1\-inidad-Today Trinidad 
and Tobago are mourning the death of two 
defense force soldiers following a tragic murder-
suicide at the residence of the prime minister. 
Corporal Anthony Caesar reportedly went 
berserk. shooting Commander Noel Penco and 
wounding Heather Wiltshire, an assistant to 
Prime Minister Basdeo Panday's secretary. The 
corporal committed suicide. Wiltshire has been 
hospitalized. 
HAMILITON, Bermuda-Bermudan lawyer 
Marlr. Pettingill. dubbed a legal pitbull. is now an 
opposition senator. He takes his seat at the end of 
the month, replacing former senator Partricia 
Gordon Pamplin, now an MP for the ruling Unit• 
ed Bermuda Party. The announcement came on 
Pettingill's 35th birthday. 
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados-Caribbean hote-
liers are seeking U.S. $4 billion a year to develop 
the tourism industry, but are finding the going 
tough. "The whole business of attracting capital 
is becoming daily more difficult," said Jean 
Holder. Caribbean Tourism Organization Secre-
tary General. Holder said there was a time when 
there was a lot of money available, but with the 
economic collapse in Asia investors are more 
cautious. 
CHARLOTTE AMALIE, St Thomas-This 
weekend, two St. Thomas men are in police cus-
tody on charges of firearm possession. The men, 
Akeel Greg and Gambell Williams, were held for 
allegedly attempting to shoot an undercover cop 
during a drug deal. The penalty for possession of 
a firearm is a five-year jail term. 
Compiled from wire services by staff writer 
Natalie Reid. 
• 
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National Programs Aim for 
Diversity in Admissions 
By NtKA St.:n Ut.TE 
Michigan Daily 
ANN ARBOR, Mich.- ln the aftermath 
of court and voter decisions to eliminate 
race as a factor in admissions at sevcr.i.l uni-
versities across the country. administratOrs 
are finding alternative plans tO ensure diver-
sity on their campuses and accessibility 10 
all applicants. 
Last month. the University of California 
system Board of Regents approved a plan 
guaranteeing admission to the top four per-
cent of California state high school students 
to one of UC's eight undergraduate cam-
puses. The plan. pushed by California Gov. 
Gray Davis. was implemented in an attempt 
10 make more students e ligible for admis-
sion. Th.is is the first change in the admis-
sions policy since the 1995 ban passed by 
the UC regents eliminating race as a factor 
in the admissions process. 
In I 997. Texas lawmakers passed a bill 
requiring the state's public universities to 
grant automatic admissions to all high 
school students graduating in the top I 0 
percent of their high school class. Texas 
state legislators passed the law to counter 
the effect of the 1996 Hopwood ruling, 
which eliminated the use of race in admis-
sions and financial aid at Texas· public uni-
versides. 
Administration from both schools cham• 
pion these plans as creating a level playing 
field by admitting students from a wide 
range of racial and economic backgrounds. 
In initial results from the survey, a sample 
representing 87 percent oft.he student pop• 
ulation, only 38 percent of respondents 
said they approve programs that automati• 
cally admit top percentages of high school 
graduates to state universities. 
The survey was conducted by the Institute 
for Social Research and the Department of 
Communication Studies. Results of the sur-
vey are based on 837 interviews conduct• 
ed with a stratified probability sample of all 
currently enrolled students. The sample 
was drawn by the Registrar's Office and is 
weighted to account for demography. Inter-
views were conducted between March 30 
and April 13. The margin of error due to 
sampling is +/- four percentage points and 
is larger for subsamples. 
Subgroups of survey respondents who 
identified themselves as receiving financial 
aid or affiliation with the Greek communi-
ty also showed only marginal approval for 
the use of programs like those in Califor, 
nia and Thxas. LSA junior Adam Weber, a 
survey respondent, said he does not think 
the admissions programs are appropriate. 
"Colleges should look at applicants on an 
individual basis," Weber said. "Colleges 
are always saying they want well -round-
ed individuals. Just being in the top doesn't 
guarantee that." 
Whi le survey respondents indicated they 
do not approve of the programs, Augustine 
Gar-ta, deputy director of admissions at 
University of 'Texas at Austin. said the top 
IO percent plan is working well. Gana said 
that more Asian, black and Latino students 
were admitted for the 1999 school year 
than the previous year, a change Garza said 
he is happy to see. "Every institution wants 
diversity, but the law won't let us achieve it 
through the previous methods," he said. 
Bec..1use the plan takes top percentages 
from all of the state's high schools. Gana 
said the plan utilizes geography to ensure 
diversity. "High schools are segregated, 
because that is usually how it breaks down 
in the communities," Garza said. "The top 
IO percent of studen1s at each of those 
schools are taken across the board.'' Garza 
said the top IO percent law has equalized 
aspects of the admissions process more 
than previous admission strategies. 
"It is more fair because it doesn't include 
SAT tests. which some students have his-
torically had problems with," he said. But 
some Thxas students said they don't think 
the plan is enough. Victor Quintanilla, a 
senior at Thxas. said the plan is enough. "I 
don't think it's the prefect medicine; it's a 
Band-Aid." Quintanilla said, explaining 
that he does not believe the plan has had a 
substantial effect in diversifying the student 
body yet. 
University of California at Berkeley 
spokesperson Jesus Mena said the four per-
cent plan will help those from schools who 
may not have the computers or advanced 
placement classes. ,;If students are from a 
rural school where there might hot be as 
much fiscal backing, this compensates for 
it," Mena said. The four percent plan is 
expected to be implemented for applicants 
in the incoming class of2001. 
Consensus Vital for Constitution 
By MICHEi.LE Et.PIIMa: 
Guyana Chronicle 
African National Congress (ANC) mem-
ber and Jaw professor Dr. Albert Louis 
Sachs says consensus is important in 
reforming a country's constitution, even if 
it takes a longer time. 
.. We found if you negotiated and people 
spoke in two. three. four different voices. it 
created immense confusion .... Even if it took 
longer. it is important to try and get con-
sensus." he advised members of the Con-
stitution Reform Commission in George-
town. The visiting South African judge 
also stressed the importance of collecti\'c 
negotiating in reforming a constitution. 
Addressing the 20-member local body at 
Parliament Buildings, he outlined his coun-
try's experience in drafting a new constitu-
tion. 
"We tried to establish a collective style of 
working in our own ranks. We argued. we 
debated, we fought. we got cross with e.ich 
other. we walked out. we got irritated. Bui 
we tried 10 gee consensus positions:· Sachs 
emphasized. He told commissioners that the 
perception that everything depended on 
personal chemistry was not necessarily 
true. --if we applied the chemistry theory of 
history. I wouldn't be here today; I wouldn·t 
be a judge; we wou ld still be fighting:· he 
stressed. 
·The personal chemistry was bad. But 
we had big formations. team working . 
That's what worked. And what 1he leaders 
did was to put the finishing touches to give 
it that sense of civility and occasionally they 
locked things:· The judge explained 1hat in 
the .. four long bitter years .. it took to ge1 the 
new South Africa Constitution 1ogc1her 
after che end of 1he apartheid regime. they 
started off by allowing all the panies in the 
official South African institutions to be 
represented. But he said the new document 
was drafted on the basis of 34 principles 
negotiated in advance. including having a 
Bi ll of Rights. 
"A Bill of Rights that not only protected 
indi viduals' .. .freedom of speech. move-
ment. voting rights. civil rights and so on. 
But that pro1ected language. cultural and 
religious rights. That protected group rights 
but not through institutionali zing group 
representation in Parliament." Sachs sa.id. 
He stressed that the negotiators recognized 
quite early the dangers of group rights and 
decided that the a.Item a ti ve 10 this was a 
strong Bill of Rights. 
"We couldn't accep1 group rights in our 
new Constitution. The iden1ification of 
political rights with groups has been disas-
trous for our nation. It had mean1 white 
domination:· he rold the members Rnd oth-
ers who anended the special commission 
meeting. "Desired unicy of the African peo-
ple. the oppressed people. was being denied 
on the basis of enforced group rights. 'You 
are a Zulu ... you are this. you are the other. 
You are colored.'" 
Sachs said for South Africa. they agreed 
to use "sufficient consensus" to go ahead 
with the decision. This meant that once the 
ANC and the previous South African Gov-
ernment agreed on a principle. they could 
move ahead. "Sufficient consensus meant 
the main negotiating formations had 10 
agree and. in order 10 achieve that, we got 
two judges. One. a new judge who had the 
confidence of the liberation movement. and 
another and old-time judge who had the 
confidence of the old regime," he explai.ned. 
'The nation had 10 be involved in the 
process ... 10 give it tha1 sense of historic 
movement. It wasn·t just a deal between 
political leaders. between constitution.al 
lawyers. It was a great moment in the li fe 
of our nation. it has to be seen as such.'' -
Sachs added tha1 the elect0ral system of first 
past the post was not agreed to by the par• 
cies, and they instead settled for proportional 
representation. hoping one day to blend the 
t1vo systems in some way. I-le said what was 
satisfying about the process was that it in 
some way managed to overcoll1C the con-
cept that people of different ethnic gTI:>ups 
cannoc live together. 
lns1ead of having group righis, a strong 
Bill of Rights was needed. he said. "You 
have 10 give it your best shot. You have to 
engage them. You have to rely on all your 
life experience and do 1he best," the judge 
advised. noting that the final document was 
completed after about 27 drafts. 
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Ujamaa School Teaches Children African Heritage 
Hilltop S1afl'/RAFlAH DAV JS 
Kwan,e Gorr p resenlS his science project. 
Hill lop S10ff/RAFIAH DAVIS The graduating call at Ujamaa surrounding d irector EL (L-R) As,mte Bauchua, LDamali Carr, Olu Weusi, Baraka Kolani 
By R,\1-'IAII DAVIS 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
Ten-year-old K wame Goff stared 
direc1ly into the lens of his reacher's 
camcorder and explained how his 
project will help Africans. At the 
17th annual science fair at the Uja-
maa School. the main purpose, or 
"Nia" in Kiswahili. of the children's 
projec1s was lheir effects on the 
African community. · 
"Here a1 Ujamaa we learn that we 
are no1 African Americans but 
Africans living in America." said El 
Senzengakulu Zulu , founder and 
director of the school. 
Zulu. who said he is also a co-
founder of the Student Nonviolenl 
Coord inat ing Committee. began 
Ujamaa 31 years ago. In May. the 
school wil l hold a celebration at 
Howard Universi1y in honor of its 
31st anniversary. The independent 
school. which Zulu describes as 
nationalist and Pan-African, is dedi-
cated to teaching black children 
aboul their African heritage and tra-
ditions. This includes learning both 
Kiswahili and French. two languages 
of Africa. 
Ujamaa is very different from other 
schools. T he building is a huge 
house. which holds as many as 144 
studenls. according to Zulu. The chil-
dren. or --wy1010 ... range in ages from 
two to 18. Zulu said 1ha1. as soon as 
chi ldren are toilet trained, they are 
able to attend the school. 
Akina Ayize teaches the Kamau 
class. which are the youngest s1u-
dents at the school. At this s1age. the 
children begin learning to read. She 
said 1ha1 teaching the students at an 
early age is not difficult. 
--Generally spellking. they are so 
eager to learn that it is not difficult 
Students, Community 
Unite to Celebrate 
Native American Culture 
Hilliop Staff/Rafioh Davis 
Hankie Poafybitty models her traditional costume. 
By R.\Fl,\ 11 DAVIS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The beat of lhe drum led visitors from the front gates 
of Georgetown University to Copley lawn Saturday. 
where singing and dancing greeted them at the 2nd 
annual pow-wow. Dressed i11 colorful. traditional Native 
American costumes, representatives from various tribes 
showed the Georgetown communily what a pow-wow 
was all about. 
Despite the cold weather and boUls of drizzle, people 
from the community and students from the university 
came to show their support and learn about the Native 
American culture. 
The idea to have a pow-wow was 1he brainchild of lhe 
it 
president of the Native American Association. Misty 
Brescia. 
"There had never been one in the Georgetown area," 
said Brescia. who boasted of being part Mississippi 
Choctaw. She said that although she has attended many 
pow-wows. she still learns wmething new every time. 
The pow-wow began with an elder ble~sing the circle. 
Next. eighl men around a large drum played a song to 
bless the circle and the dancers made their grand entry. 
Audience members were oftered free hot chocolate and 
fried bread to ward off the chill. They were also invifed 
to dance in the circle. 
The underlying message was that Georgetown Univer-
sity has an under-represen1a1ion of Native Americans. 
''All the universities should do more recruiting for 
native students," said Hankie Poafpybiny. a dancer in the 
pow-wow. She was proud of Georgetown for inviting the 
Native American community 10 the universi1y. Poafpy-
bitty is a mixture of the Kiowa. Caddo and Camanche 
1ribes and is originally from Oklahoma. Currently. she 
is an anorney working in the D.C. area at Indian Health 
Services, an organization that provides. healthcare for 
Native Americans all over the Uni led States. 
Poafpybitty commented on the representation of the dif-
ferent lribes al the pow-WO\\\ saying that. although each 
tribe has its own traditions, it is a part of each tribe's cul-
ture to make others feel welcomed. A pow-wow is an 
in1er-tribe gathering where different tribes can come 
1ogether and celebrate their similarities. Poafpybitty 
said. 
Georgetown University senior Ingrid Lundgren said 
Saturday's pow-wow was a little disappointing. ''I've been 
to other pow-wows 1hat were more exciting," said the 
Minneapolis native. "I was expecting wilder dancing or 
something ... 
She said that the pow-wow was a good idea. "It's iron-
ic tha1 one of the most colorful cultures in the country is 
not represented at Georgetown. where there is an empha-
sis on multiculturalism:· she said. 
Emily Nash just happened to be at the university for the 
weekend. She pow-wow impressed her. 
"It's cool that they thillk that other cultures are impor-
tant enough 10 do this. I'd seen Native Americans in tra-
ditional costumes in parades. but this is diflerent ... she 
said. 
the hilltop 
, 
and Chisantlso Zulu. K wesi Agyeman is missing. · 
10 teach them," Ayize said. She uses 
songs to help the children remember 
important lessons. such as the names 
of ances1ors. 
Zulu agreed wi1h Ayize. "When 
they find out the great things that 
we've created and developed, 1he 
mind blossoms like a nower." 
Besides the basic math. reading and 
hislory. s1udents at Ujamaa are made 
aware of who they are and what their 
purpose is, Zulu said. The sludents 
are taught 1he Nguzo Saba principles, 
also known as the seven principles of 
Kwanzaa. and are encouraged to 
apply them to their school work. 
S1uden1s at the school feel that they 
are receiving a heller education than 
their counterpart, in public schools. 
" I gol an extra education than pub-
lic schools.'' said Chisambo Zulu. 
a 17-year-old student who will be 
gradun1ing 1his year. She plans to 
aucnd Delaware State Universi1y. She 
chose the school because it is histor-
ically black. but is cxpec1ing cul 
ure shock. 
Tomani 11,ompson is a first-year 
studenl at Ujamaa. The sixteen-year-
old transferred from a public school 
in Virginia. Thompson was gening 
into so much trouble at 1he public 
school that his mother. a public 
school teacher. decided to pul him in 
the independent scbool. "Here I know 
people care about me," he said. "In 
public schools. I could do anything I 
wanted to." He said that he would 
talk back to the teachers and not 
attend classes. bul that is not somet 
thing he would try at Ujamaa. 
"Now, I know who I am. because 
I've learned about my ancestors:· 
Thompson said. "Here I am working 
10 my full potential." 
The Fine Arts Standing Committee>s 
First Annual 
Friday, April 30, 1999 
A WetYdt Cere,niony 
6pm to 9pm 
Ira Aldridge Theatre 
A{terPruty 
9pm to 12am 
The Environmental Theatre Space 
FREE!!! 
Witness your peers in the Division of Fine Arts receive 
awards for extraordinary performance or exhibition. 
The AwLV'd,may even go to YOU! 
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THE HILLTOP 
~o commemorate the Twentieth Anniversary 
of the 
Howard University 
Armour J. Blackburn University Center 
President H. Patrick Swygert 
and the 
' 
Division of Student Affairs 
cordially invite you to the Unveiling 
of the Portrait of Dr. Armour J. Blackburn . 
on Tuesday, the twenty-seventh of April 
at Noon 
Armour J. Blackburn University Center 
Grand Foyer 
Reception Following 
Need a Break fro■•'I Stud -■n 
Howard University Dining Services Invites All 
19, 14 and 10 Meal Plan Customers to 
F'~E'E' 
I ATE NIGHT DINING 
at Blackbu..,. University Center Cah 
1 OPM TO 11 :30PM 
I ATE NIGHT 
BPEAKFAST 
MONDAY, 
APRIL 2& 
eaa-. ••con- ........ , 
I losaa• Fa lw•.., Gwll:a, 
F.,..nch Toast, Pa-bl••• 
Fruit 
Division ~ Student Affairs 
I ATE NIGHT 
GRILL 
TUESDAY, 
APRIL27 
Bua:g•rs, Cl91cken 
P•l.d•s, GrlD•d 
Ch•• ae,Fa I••• Fruit, 
D•••••l:a 
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evening 
program 
available for 
working 
adults! 
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A .Master's Degree in 
Information Technology {MIT) 
"Starting the IT program at AIU in 
December is the best career decision 
I've ever made. I was in a dead end job, 
and now I'm starting the year with a new 
sense of purpose." 
Grey Guindon 
Bachelor of A rts, MIT program student 
American Intercontinental University's 
Master's Degree in Information Technology 
offers a dynamic curriculum integrating 
cutting edge technology with real world 
application. 
Key points about the IT program at AIU 
• Master of Information Technology degree in 
11 months (evening program, 21 months) 
• Market driven curriculum taught in a team-based 
environment 
• Recruiting partnerships with select companies 
• Full financial assistance available 
• Classes start .in July, Octobe r, January, and April 
• Bac helor's of Info rmation Technology Pro gram 
is also available 
Begin earning your Master~ Degree 
right now. To arrange a convenient 
time For a personal 
appointment, please 
call 888-757-4422. 
l 77 6 G Street NW 
Suite l C 
Washington, DC 20006 
AMERICAN 
INTERCONTINENTAL 
When me hottest interactive enterta11111ent 
CllPIIIY ~ loo~ng for an OO·CIIPIIS rep 
~ live and breame fA SPORTS: 
Do you live s~orls! Are you a gamer! 
Will you allow yourself 10 have lun an~ make mooey! 
A9 
If you com~Mse all ~ree ol ~se s~lls you may be selecled 
ro ~e ~e one an~ only lA SPORlf Rep on your cam~us! 
SPORTS. 
M1U r11, •i1•tt1Ms ~: C1lle1e Rep, 
c/1 VisillWIPh 104 (1$I Pin flreet l1ke~1j, fl a~m 
. . . "' .. "'':i' -~ 
' I .: '· ~ 888·757·4422 UNIVERSITY C~I HI ·~~0·1401 o, (·llil ,r111@vw1PkS.CII 1ttelti11 ctlle1e Pl,S fUII 0Utrllli1Y fl~l~ef 
www.aiuniv.edu • info@aiuniv.edu FOUNDED i970 EA SPORTS and the EA SPORTS logo aretradem;Jk, 01 reg,slered llademarks 
ol Ele<l10111C Alls in lhe lki led Slates ano'Cf othei courlnes 
ATLANTA • LONDON • LOS ANGELES • WASHINGTON, DC • FT. LAUDERDALE • DUBAI 
v•cTORY! 
0 sing unto tlie Lora a ne-w song; for lie liatli cfone rnarveCCous tliings: liis rig fit 
fiand; ana fiis fioCy arm, fiatfi gotten fiirn tfie victory. PsaCrn 98:1 
Ho-ward Universit)' Cqmmunity Choir 
Thomas K. Pierre, Jr. , Director 
Presents 
A 
Spring Gospel Concert 
With Special Guest 
Pastor Daryl Coley 
Ce/e.6rarzng Ten Years if'l(p/l/i-zng r/ie...1\/anze if Jesus 
C/irrsr 77iroug/i Song . 
-- - ---· ·- --·--- ·--·-·---- ·· -· - - . 
Sunday, April 25, 1999 
6:00 PM 
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel 
2395 Sixth Street, N.W. 
Howard University 
Was hington, D.C. 
Admission is Free- Jesus Paid It All! 
\ 
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AlO T HE llll,LTOP 
ED110RIALS 
Founded in 1924 
• 
STEVEN M. GRAY, Editor-i11-Chief 
KEYA GRAVES, Senior Editorial Editor 
ROCHELL A. BISHOP, Managing Editor 
KEENAN SUARES, Managing Ediror 
Are Marches Still Effective? 
IJ:.>1 J •I 
The sounds of many Negro spirituals can be heard at marches today. Crowds of peo-ple gather on the streets, swaying and 
singing songs like "We Shall Overcome." 
Protests and marches are nothing new. They are 
not something that sparked in the latter half of the 
century, nor did they end with the I 960s civil rights 
movement. 
The missions and causes may often differ, but the 
idea of "fighting the powers that be," has not died. 
But many protesters today are still living in the 
p~~t, thinking these marches today are similar to 
the marches of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
The marches of the past were unbelievably pow-
erful, especially the 1960s. People fought for what 
they believed was just, losing the tactics of the past 
where villains used guns and adopted non-violent 
tactics with a touch of ci vii disobedience and the 
willingness to be arrested. 
1;10 the 1960s, there were many marches and 
protests taking place; it was a time of activism. 
Besides the civil rights movement, socialists, fem-
inists and hippies were making their noise and get-
ting their words heard. 
wave of the I 990s has not yet hit. But this does 
not mean that if someone finds something wrong, 
they should ignore it. 
Don't protest simply for the sake of protest, but 
when it's called for, don't avoid it. 
It is true that we sti 11 have marches-but are they 
still effective? 
The marches of King and others in the past were 
powerful, the masses of people that attended were 
plentiful. King and his marchers were ready to go 
to jail for the causes they believe in. They were 
fighting for common day privileges that , today, we 
often take for granted. 
Today there appears to be a march once a month 
about issues taking place in certain communities, 
but the turnouts are usually low. It's not that the 
people don't care about the issues taking place 
today, they are just wondering how effective 
marches are today and if anyone is really listen-
ing. 
How many times will NAACP president Kwesi 
Mfume be arrested? And what is this solving? It 
is not bringing back the innocent lives that have 
been lost. 
. . 
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In the late 1970s and early I 980s, protesters 
began to make universities their home. Starting on 
college campuses, they aimed to protest against 
government reforms, gay and lesbian rights and 
human rights. 
There must be a new type of reform tbat speaks 
for the people of today. We must find a wave that 
will bring huge masses of people together to fight. 
If the system that we have in place does not work, 
we must fix it. 
tellers to d1e Blilor I \ I , .'T 
It seems like activism comes in waves, and the 
Put A Stop To Guns 
[)
ead bodies, spi lled blood and gun fire: are 
these things becoming common in high 
schools? Some high school students 
today are being left with these images painted in 
their minds. Images of violence that may haunt 
them forever. 
What is happening in our society today? Where 
is all the hate and anger coming from? Students 
cannot even feel safe in their classrooms. 
In the last year, there has been a record of eight 
bloody massacres at schools. Children are com-
ing to school with guns they found at home and 
taking the lives of their innocent classmates. 
Which makes the gruesome murders that took 
place this past Wednesday in Littleton, Colo. at 
Columbine High School no shocker. 
The only difference was that it was the 110th 
birthday of Hitler and the students who were tar-
geted were minorities and athletes. Police said they 
have not been able to determine the motive. 
It is said that the two I 8-year-old boys were mem-
bers''df an outcast group called the "lrench Coat 
I hllCI , 
Mafia." It is said the boys were often picked on 
by members of the athletic team, and that is why 
they went after them. 
Does the society we live in breed and encourage 
violence through its movies and music which 
show young people that the answer to problems 
lies in violence and that the answerto a person you 
dislike is pulling the trigger to a gun? 
U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno said Wednes-
day that churches, parents and community mem-
bers must work together sooner to address trou-
bled teens. 
Could the answer to the problem be stricter gun 
laws? But of course the government is not ready 
to make tighter laws on gun control. They are sim-
ply telling the people 10 pray- but is prayer 
enough? 
In order for the madness to stop the government 
must be ready to put an e,nd to the guns and 
enforce tighter laws. Guns are not toys for adults· 
to hold and teach their chi ld how to use. 
.,. ,.,,I Remembering 'Ellington 
The sweet lullaby Mood Indigo, a jazz song by Duke Ellington, could often be heard emanating from the local clubs on 
U Street. Ellington, a native of Washington, grew 
up in the Shaw community. It was here that the 
talented composer and band leader discovered his 
art and made a name for himself. 
During this time, U Street was the place for 
black people to flock when looking for enter-
tainment, clothing and restaurants-because they 
were not welcome anywhere else. 
There have been many renovations·taking place 
on U Street in the last couple of years as the Dis-
trict has been making an effort to bring back the 
beaufy~of U Street. But this time it seems like it's 
serving a new crowd and losing the rich history 
of those that made U Street in the past. 
Even though Ellington is a well.known jazz 
musician, the District has failed to preserve many 
of the historical spots where he Ii ved. It is true 
that there is a high school named after him and a 
bridge named in his honor, but not one of the 
homes he has lived in has been preserved and 
opened to the public. 
And they are destroying one of the few remain-
ing homes he lived in on 13th Street, N.W. Inside 
the house remains the piano Ell ington played. He 
had little professional musical training and he 
would often cut class. But both his parents played 
and be began to mix the soul of church music with 
the popular music of the time. He was a talented 
jewel who even focused on drawing, and often 
played at the Howard Theater, which was the 
Mecca of black life in the District. 
His life and career as a musician has affected the 
life of all jazz musicians-be paved the way and 
influenced musicians of the past and today. Elling-
ton had a style with universal appeal, something 
that cannot be copied. 
This man grew up in the District during a time 
when the city was segregated. He found peace in 
his music which he used to make change, but no 
where do we see a statue of him. His face is like 
a ghost in his hometown. There must be some-
thing done to pay tribute to Ellington·. 
We must remember his great accomplishments 
as his birthday approaches a century later. Elling-
ton was born April 29, 1899 and the presence of 
his warm romantic sounds are fading in a place 
he called home. 
We 
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You to 
Write 
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How To WRITE Us 
THE HlLLTOP, lhe nation's largest Blnck collegiate newspaper, 
encoUl':lgcs yoo 10 share your opinions on ruticlcs published in the 
newspaper. THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed 
directly 10 lhe Senior Editorial Editor in response 10 published 
articles. The HILLTOP Editorial Board reserves the right 10 edit 
letters for sp:ice nnd literary s1yle. All letters musi be 1yped. ~igned 
nnd include n complete address and telephone number. 
Theopinionscxpres.<edon the Editorial Page are the views of the 
THE HILLTOP Edi1orial Board and do not directly reflect thc 
opinion ofHow:ud Universit)( ilS Admi11i,1mtion. individual Hill-
lop Policy Bo.ml members. or lhe student bod)( 
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On Kosovo, 
Blacks Have 
No Choice 
191111 I; 0¥ Cl i 0§~111§1 
The conversation among the small group of African Americans gathered at a local cafe' gets heated and intense on the police shoot-
ings of Blacks in New York and California, school 
vouchers, Mike 'fyson and the conviction of Rev. 
Henry Lyons. 
When pictures of a refugee column in Kosovo 
flashed on the TV screen near tbe eounter, one 
young man in the group casually shook his head and 
muttered something about how terrible it was. The 
others nodded silently, then quickly started talking 
about the day's baseball scores. 
If their reticence was noticeable, the silence of 
black leaders has been Down right deafening. The 
black newspapers have carried almost no editori-
als or articles about the hypocrisy of the United 
States in relentlessly bombing and demonizing 
Saddam Hussein while turning a blind eye to Serb 
atrocities against Muslims and ethnic Albanians, not 
lifting a finger to stop the genocidal violence in 
Rwanda or to prevent torture and murder in other 
Third World countries. 
This silence stands in stark contrast 10 the often 
frenzied opposition of many Blacks 10 U.S. military 
forays in the past. While the majority of white 
Americans enthusiastically backed U.S. military 
intervention in Vietnam, Grenada, Panama, Soma-
lia and the Gulf, a majority of African-Americans 
condemned these actions. They rightly branded 
these actions as assaults on people of color and as 
gross violations of international law aimed at 
installing or propping up pro-American regimes. 
To many African Americans, Kosovo seems much 
different. The air war is removed, and does not 
directly touch their lives. Television images of 
ragged, beaten, frightened women, children and old 
people aimlessly trudging down highways, reports 
of rapes and mass killings of civilians, make it easy 
to buy Clinton's explanation that the U.S. is driven 
by the noble aim of halting an evil, blood thirsty 
regime. 
This reinforces the comfortable feeling that the 
U.S. is finally on the side of the cyngels in trying 10 
help a Muslim group instead of trying 10 obliterate 
them. 
The only arguable exception 10 African Ameri-
cans' backing of Clinton's war is the Nation of 
Islam. Their newspaper. The Fi11al Call, has mild-
ly questioned U.S. aims-but only mildly. As Mus-
lims, the,\wlre_prep~d.ll!..go along with anything 
seen as helpin& Muslims, even if that somet~ing 
comes from the ' 'white devil" U.S. government. 
Close to home are bruising battles over affirma-
tive act.ion, the killings of Amadou Diallo and 
'fyisha Miller by white police officers in New York 
and Riverside, police harassment of black motorists, 
and the campaign for justice for Mumia Abu Jamal. 
These have commanded the full attention - and 
sapped the energies - of many black leaders and 
~ctivists. 
Perhaps the biggest reason for African American 
silence about Kosovo is that the U.S. attacks were 
not initiated by conservative Republican Presidents 
Bush or Reagan. The Kosovo air war is Clinton's 
and since Blacks remain his staunchest defenders, 
they will take great care - justas they did during 
the impeachment -10 avoid doing or saying any-
thing they think will aid his conservative Republi-
can enemies. 
This knee jerk a11nchmen1 guarantees Clinton a 
free ride on U.S. actions no maner how question-
able. Yet the si lence could change instantly if the 
United States sends in ground troops, many of 
whom would be African Americans. TI1is would 
almost certainly raise concern. and spark criticism 
of U.S. policy. The capture of three servicemen by 
Serb forces- two of them Latino- ignited an out-
pouring of passion and patriotism among many 
Latinos, but it also prompted many 10 ask what the 
U.S. hopes to accomplish with the war and how 
many more American lives it will put in jeopardy. 
Clinton has parlayed the blind faith of many 
African Americans into the firm belief that his 
Kosovo policy should be above criticism. But even 
if Kosovo is the right policy. Blacks still must 
remember that for most of this century U.S. mili-
tary intervention has been used not 10 protect but 
10 oppress and exploit Muslims and people of color. 
And that's not something 10 keep silent about. 
Earl H11tclti11so11 is the aw/tor of The Crisis in 
Black and Black 
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Colorado: Another Example of 
How Strong Hate Crimes Are 
The memory of the massacre at Littleton, Colo., will live in infamy, and it was the kind of 
birthday present only Hiller would 
have enjoyed. It came as no surprise 
to me that some psychopathic occur-
rence happened oa April 20. 1999. 
American-bred nazis venerate Hjtler's 
birth and have made it their solemn 
task 10 butcher, bomb and terrorize 
African Americans on a day near their 
messiah's anniversary. 
However, we can't blame Hitler for 
the living hatred in the hearts of a 
growing number of genocide-mad 
White folks who infest these United 
Sillies. 
Nothing that happened was unusual 
and the media's effort to portray the 
killings as an aberration are disingen-
uous. After all, the 3.6 million square 
miles that comprises the United States 
was acquired in a fashion akin to this 
week's high school pogrom. 
Likewise, aren't these youth just like 
the generations of Europeans who have 
been trained to hate people of other 
racial groups-especially Blacks? 
Hatred and butchery are the hallmarks 
of Western White Supremacy and the 
"Brady Bunch" stereotypes that we 
Africans quixotically cling to of peo-
ple who have misruled us for centuries 
is getting us nowhere. 
The media is do,ynplaying the grow-
ing Nazi movement festering in Amer-
ica. Any fool with study tim<>--that's 
not used anyhow-that dares to read 
ANDY HORT 
the internet knows these groups are 
well-organized. well-armed and com-
mined 10 starling a racial war in the 
United States. 
However,jive, weak, self-hating lead-
ership in our universities, churches 
and associations are as on-point as the 
captain of the Titanic in seeing how 
much danger we are in. 
All these school killings are a moot 
ex.ample that if young whites are taught 
10 kill Blacks for nothing, then tjley 
will ki II anybody. 
A part of me mourns for the victims' 
families. Another part of me feels 
reassured that the lazy, unmotivated 
and trifling young Blacks that I see will 
be forced 10 take a stand. 
I am sick and tired of ignorance, 
drug-abuse, promiscuity. atheism and 
intellectual sloth serving as the virtues 
of our generation. We are 100 soft. stu-
pid and blissfully engaged in aJJ man-
ner of self-destruction. Our patholog-
ical obsession with sex, dope, hip hop 
and glorification of criminality is no 
safeguard against the Neo-Nazi move-
ment growing in the cellars of hearts 
of racists of all stripes. 
I think it fair to say that our genera-
tion did not become genocide-bait on 
its own. We have been betrayed by the 
preceding generations poor example 
self-hatred, ahistoricism and elbnoci-
dal obsession to be integrated into 
communities with racists. 
We have sufficient resources to take 
the offensive against our social prob-
lems and enemies. 
Why hasn't Howrud created a plan for 
abolishing white supremacy? 
Why are so few Howard folk active 
in trying to free Mumia? Why has the 
black leadership failed 10 champion 
our human and national ethnic minor-
ity rights at the UN? Why are persons 
involved in crimes against our people 
sported around the campus like Fort 
Knox bullion? Why was a despotic 
eode of conduct designed to strip stu-
dents of freedom of speech and assem-
bly linked to a by-product of plan that 
claims 10 promote leadership? Maybe 
they want 10 train us 10 be Judas goats 
that lead their own kind 10 slaughter? 
Too few black folks understand that 
Hitlerism is anti-African. If millions 
of white Jews could be killed in Ger-
many. why do we feel so safe after cen-
turies of Rosewoods in America? Our 
people should return to the South 
where we are in numbers and better 
able to defend ourselvc;s for the terror 
from fiends drunk by thedislilled spir-
its of racism. A day will come when 
the black lumpen-bourgeoisie discov-
er that there is a new generation whites 
that loathes them and their shuffling 
and see their self-effacing treason is 
proof that they are only worthy to be 
lampshades. 
Randy Shon. is c11rre111ly graduate 
tmsree and a graduate student in 
African American srrrdies. 
All 
Tinie to 
Pass 
the 
-Torch 
AL TKINSON 
In 1990 Charlotte's ex-mayor Harvey Gant was the Democratic nominee for the U.S. Senate. In 1991 Representative Dan Blue was 
elected as North Carolina ·s first black Speaker of 
the House. In 1992 Ralph Campbell was elected 
as State Auditor, and in doing so became the fi'rst 
African 
American 10 sit on the Council of State.In 1992 
Eva Clayton and Mel Wan were elected as repre-
sentatives of North Carolina·s I st and 12th Con-
gressional Districts, respectively. We've elected ' 
black mayors, county commissioners. and state 
legislators all over North Carolina. And. none of' 
this would have been possible without our black 
leadership. 
But if we're not careful we could see our accom-
plishments slip away as quickly as they were 
gained. Our problem is that our leadership isn't 
geuing any younger and we don't have enough 
young Turks in the wings 10 replace them.The-
black leadership that ushered in Gant, Wan, Clay-
ton. Campbell and Blue are still in place and many • 
of them have been in place since the 70s. 80s.and-
some as early as the 60s. Ifs OK 10 have senior-
ity, as a maner of fact it's even desirable, but only' 
if you know when ifs time 10 train a replacement 
and move-on. 
Some of our black leaders have grown grand-
children and are closer to being an octogenarian 
than they are 10 the day they signed their first social 
security check. Too many of our black leaders have.. 
allowed their personal lives 10 become synony-. 
mous with their political leadership. They see their 
worth inextricably tied 10 their political position-
in the community. It makes no sense 10 have 10 pr)" 
the reins of leadership from their atrophied hands. 
We have a youth leadership dearth that must be 
addressed sooner rather than later 
I think we have a great opportunity 10 bring down 
the average age of our black leadership. while at 
the same time. train and groom leadership for the 
21st Century. On the eve on Martin Luther King 
Jr:s Birthday celebration ,ve should remember that 
Manin hadn't reached 40 when he was senselc~s-
ly gunned down. 
,, I,•. 
Malcom X was in his twenties when he made his'. 
marks on our country's conscience. There weri 
aging folks in the 50s and 60s but they took a back 
seat 10 Martin and Malcom and supported and 
groomed them for leadership and it paid off .. 
Where are the tminers and groomers of young 
folks of today? There's no city or county that has 
a monopoly on aging leadership. but our majo~ 
metropolitan areas - Charlotte. Greensboro, Win-· 
ston Salem. Raleigh and Durham - are •good' 
places 10 start trnining young replacements. ,, 
We all are very appreciative for the leadership-
and service our aging leaders have provided to us. 
But it's time some of them - and they know who 
they are -10 step aside and give their support and· 
guidance to younger leadership. : 
That's the best way 10 ensure that we have capa' 
ble and competent leadership in the furnre. D,on't 
let these aging leaders take their skills and knowl-
edge with them when they depart this world. We 
should insist that our aging leaders start sharing 
and grooming and start NOW! 
\fJ/ Atkinson ir a 
No Excuses for Cheating Hearts 
, J Hit, 
.-h '" <; • 
l:..!Jru:..r .. . 
L.,~ ,11· 
Excuses, excuses. and even more excuses. Again another man has come up with a thesis 10 support the views that all men cheat and that they simply can't help it. Cheating is simply in their nature, he claims. 
In Thursday's article in The Comm1111ity News, Jaymes Powell's column dis-
cussed the issue "Why Men Cheat? "He refers to a recent thesis by Howard 
University doctoral candidate Jude Emanual Eugene. In his thesis titled Psy-
chology of Players: Comparison of Five Mo1ivatio11al Theories, he defines 
a player as a " a person, usually male , who engages in multiple and con-
current relationships. involving physical intamacy, allowing one or more part-
ners to falsely believe that he has a monogamous commitment to the rela-
tionship." 
Studies like Eugene's and therapist like Audry Chapman, who said men cheat 
because they are "bored or "need Cl\tra attention," make men and ,vomen think 
that cheating is all right and something I.hat women simply have 10 live with. 
But other therapist differ, they do admit that cheating is in the genes, but 
that it can be put 10 sleep. 
EYA RAVES 
In Powell's article he refers to himself as a "recovering cheater," who 
becomes part of the statistics when his girlfriend caught him in his "cool -
daddy player mode" gazing into another women's eyes, motioning 10 kiss her. 
I guess Powell couldn't resist the genes that filled his body with lust and told 
him "Go for it. Sex will help you boost your shanered ego.'' 
Please, that is simply another excuse. Powell tries 10 make his readers believe 
that men have low self esteem that stems from women who have broken their 
hearts early oo. Men are simply dogs in heat chasing after skirts. 
What Powell fails 10 realize is that he made a commitment and no mat-
ter how hard he tries 10 convince himself and other men that cheating is 
something biological- he must not forget that men can distinguish between 
right and wrong. And that genes determine feelings and do not control 
behavior. 
Robin Baker, author of Sperm \Vars: The £vol111io11ary Logic of Love a11d 
L11s1, said genetics tell us 10 examine our eovironmeot and figure out what 
is best for us 10 do, and that the cheating gene is not the only one flowing. 
Baker said the genetic impulse of right and wrong can outweigh the , 
impulse 10 go after another female. . 
What Baker and other evolutionist have said is that just because genes effect . 
sexual behavior does nQI mean that it is right for the social environment ,ve . 
live in. therefore men must be conditioned and abide by the rules of the elivi-' • 
ronment. 1 1 • 
If a man is not ready 10 commit 10 a women, he shouldn't. The co~ple must 
be ready 10 enter a monogamous relationship and when you unlock the key • 
to that person's heart you must be ready to stay. There is no turning back. • · 
there are no excuses for cheating, Don't connect until you find your true match. 
As Powell eventually said in his article, don't rush into the relationship, wait 
until you can find someone 10 fulfill your every need. 
Keya Graves is the senior editorial editor at The Hilltop. 
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BASEBALL · 
• 
. LAST HOME GAMES · . 
' 
, ' 
,: · TODAY AT NOON 
vs. George Maso . . 
&· 
TUESD , APRIL 27 
JNOON 
vs. George ashington U. 
-- At Joe Canno Stadium 
' 1; ~,IJ TAKE BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON PA Y 
! TO EXIT #100 (Gen Burni · 
:i rlr, TAKE ARST EXIT ONTO OORSEY ROAD,• . 
:1 
• 1 :·.,~ TAKE ARSf LEFT AND FOLLOW ROAD TO STnua,M; 
:, 
11 MAKE LEFT AT CHURCH . 
STADIUM TELEPHONE NUMBER (410).222-6652 :I ll 
' 
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. · WOMEN'S ROSSE · 
LAST HOM MATCH 
TODAY 1 PM 
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' 
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At Oakton S., Virginia . . ! 
• I 
I 
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The Di~isi0n of St dent Affairs 
• Congratulates and anks all student 
athletes, coa es, demic advisors, 
office sta , gradua assistants, and 
sports edicine, facilities and sports 
nformation personnel; and 
• Thanks all fans and offices and 
persons at the University who have 
assisted and supported Intercollegiate · 
Athletics this school year. 
' 
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FIRST ' \ 
All I Needed To . Know I 
Learned From Superman 
BY J ASON T., SMJTR 
., 
!Gc:i are so ill'lpressionablc. I can remember the first time w the movie Supennan. The sight of that regal red pe y.,hipping in the wind as Christopher Reeves flew ugh the city saving lives and helping people out 
inspired me beyond words. I remember begging my mom to draw 
that diamond encased "S" on the chest of a white T-shirt. I wore 
that shirt proudly. 
·But my Superman uniform wasn't enough. I had to prove to my 
family that I, like my extra-terrestrial hero, could fly. So, I climbed 
atop a kitchen stool, spread my arms and leaped ... 
It's safe to say that I didn't fly around the city of Miami that day 
to help our needy citizenry. And for a week I wore a h.ickey on my 
head as testimony of my failure. That was when I was in elemen-
tary school. 
Here at Howard, I guess my Superman complex never really died. 
At the beginning of this year I pulled my white homemade Super-
man T-shirt from the moth-balled tomb of my footlocker. At the 
beginning of this year I took on the trying task of being an editor 
with The Hilltop, the noble student-run news weekly: And what's 
more, I enlisted in the quiet army of Residence Life as a resident 
assistant in an all-male freshman dormitory. 
Superman never had it so rough. 
Producing the news each week for the Howard community bas 
been a mixed dish of pleasure and P!lin. From giving a face to the 
Howard community through colorful spotlights and profiles, to 
probing reports that raised questions about the Achi lles heel(s) of 
'.'But mv Superman uniform wasn't 
enough. I had to prove to mv tamilV 
that I, like mv extra-terrestrial hero, 
could flv." 
our beloved University,J've enjoyed my role as editor and reporter. 
But after the deadlines were met and the paper hit the stands, the 
pain would come. Dealing with the few vulture like students who 
felt that I lacked, what they called, "sensitivity" was enough to drive 
even the mild-mannered Clark Kent to the bottle. 
Sensitivicy: .. sensitivity? Who realJy knows the meaning of that 
word when student leaders quietly step on the toes of students with 
every mismanaged election? With every botched, ill-advertised stu-
dent-run activity? Or, my personal favorite, the budget-less, quo-
rum-less rtaMR1W'.ITl?llll!llll~ . 
But som~f my reports came at a high personal cost. The snow 
had barely pegun to fall on the Yard I.Oh~ the rul)lors started to 
fly. Rumors that were born in that'shameless "PO\\'er ])all" where 
anger meets jealousy's ignorance and idle minds meet busy 
mouths. They were hateful, hurting rumors-rumors alleging that 
I slept with h.igher-ups to get campus positions. But thank the Lord, 
all those rumors were lies, and the home-drawn "S" on my chest 
kicked in a_nd repelled the evil forces. 
But even now, I don't think many understand the role of an unbi-
ased reporter to simply report. Fairly and accurately. TI1is year, I've 
learned a lot of things about this job ... the main lesson being to tell 
the truth-without apology-and keep on trucking until the next 
deadline. ' I , 
And then, oh! .. . what a joy it was to go home 10 more work as a 
resident assistant-that unappreciated legion of student dorm 
workers. 
No joke. Working in Drew Hall has actual ly been enjoyable. 
Although few share my zeal for the job, and many appreciate the 
free housing more than they appreciate their residents, I would have 
to say that piy zest and purpose grew out of my desire to actually 
assist residents. 
I 
' See FIRST, B2 
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Rap. Mogul Charged 
With Attempted Assault 
BY Kll-ENAN SUARES 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The behavior of Sean "Puffy" Combs, CEO of Bad Boy Enter-
tainment, may be in keeping with his label's name. He and two of 
his bodyguards allegedly assaulted a record executive in New York 
City on April 16. 
The 29-year-old rapper/producer was arrested and charged with 
second-degree assault and criminal mischief. The New York City 
Police are still searching for two of his bodyguards whom they 
believe were involved with the assault. 
The victim, Steve Stoute, a record ex¢cutive for Columbia records, 
suffered a broken arm, cuts and bruises, and swelling on his head, 
arms, legs and back. The police said that Combs and h.is two body-
guards beat Stoute with a champagne bottle, a telephone and a chait: 
They also trashed Stoute's office, the police said. 
Stoute was quoted in the New York Daily News as saying, "I don't 
know why they beat me." He was treated at St. Clare's Hospital and 
was later released. 
Apparently, Combs was upset with Nas' "Hate Me Now" video, 
in which be appears nailed to a cross. He said in the video, "I think 
I like this." Combs, .who came up with the idea, had second 
thoughts about the video and ordered Stout to edit that scene out. 
Combs be09me furious when he saw the new video with the scene 
he had ordered cut broadcasted on MTV. 
Stoute, a well-known figure in the music industry, has helped 
artists such as Mary J. Blige and Nas to attain stardom. 
Juanita Stephens, a publicist at Bad Boy Entertainment, had no 
comment. Combs' other publicity officials also refused to comment 
on the alleged beating. ' 
If convicted, Combs can faced up to seven years in prison. 
This is the second incident involving someone from Bad Boy 
Entertainment being charged with assault. Jesse Washington, the 
former editor of Blaze, a new magazine of hip-hop culture, was 
beaten on Nov. 23, 1998 by Deric "D-Dot" Angeletti, a record pro-
ducer who. works with Combs. Washing19n said Angeletti was 
angry because Blaze published a picture that identified him as the 
Madd Rapper, a comical, chronically aggrieved character who has 
appeared on various albums on Combs's Bad Boy label. 
·-
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c. Delores TUclter1 l.ea,ds· 
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File Photos 
C. Delores Tucker, who Ls a member of the National Political Congress of Black Women, has led rallies in Baltimore, Md., Washington, D.C. and Philadelphia 
against rap and has gone to jail aski.og record stores to stop selling the music to children. 
~• , BYEIUCM BLOUNT, ...., 
"Hil1top Staff Wnter . 
t\ !II •---1 
If Po' Pimp, Snoop Doggy Dogt Akineyle or the Notorious B.l.G.'s lyrics don't move you to spend quality time with your girl, or make you feel like you could be the first female to join the NBA, you're probably not 
alone. 
While many would agree that the lyrics in songs 
by these artists are degrading, most don't agree with 
National Political Congress ofBlack Women mem-
ber C. Delores Tucker's views or her attempt to cen-
sor these lyrics. 
If you thought your grandmother lectured you half 
10 death, try talking to Delores Tucker for a few 
minutes. When I fmally started the interview she 
went on several tirades about her beliefs about rap 
music, and how the children in her family had been 
adversely affected by it. Married intimately to her 
beliefs, Tucker says she will fight until her death 
to have these lyrics censored. 
Of course, when taking on would-be censors one 
question inevitably comes to mind: does society 
make the music or does the music make the soci-
ety? Often, the answer seems to be both. Many 
from rap music's intelligentsia have criticized 
Tucker, calling her a middle class, out-of-touch, 
aging woman who has nothing better to do with her 
time than to attack rap music, while the source of 
these lyrics-poverty,joblessness, poor education 
and sexism-should be the things that she is attack-
ing. lii.trtber, most music critics argue that these 
probl~ns have existed Jong before rap music, evi-
dence9 by the lyrics of James Brown, Rick James 
and ev¢n Prince. 
"This has been directed toward children,'' says 
Tucker about the difference between the lyrics of 
·gangsta {'lip' and the lyrics of the music of the 
1960s and 1970s. "We had music that was sexist, 
but never pornography. Pornography has always 
been pornography ... not glorifying it and letting 
these kids buy it and hear it. Rap music teaches 
them that it is cool, they are celebrating it. I love 
our young people and I don't like to see them 
exploited and misused. 1 am not against the artists, 
I am against the industry that is perpetuating it and 
profiting from it" 
Tucker has led rallies in Baltimore, Md., Wash-
ington, O.C. and Philadelphia against rap and bas 
gone tb jail asking record stores to stop selling the 
music to children. But it wasn't until William Ben-
nett, a white conservative and former education 
secretary under Reagan, joined forces with her that 
her views began to be noticed. 
Tucker has gone on record as telling the Chair-
man of Time/Warner that he is engaging in a geno-
cidal plot to destroy Blacks. "I am concerned with 
the gangsla in the executive suites, these arc the 
gangstas," she says of the executives in the record 
industry. · 
Ironically, she had two lawsuits filed against her 
by Death Row Records and Interscope. "I (had) two 
lawsuits against me, I [was) alone virtually. But I 
[was] not alone because God was with me. But l 
am re:itly 10 die for this 'cause it is something we 
should never accept. I don't see why everybody is 
so quiet, I even had to take on the NAACP, and Ben 
Chavis, the former chairman," Tucker says, still full 
of fire. Tucker also accused Tod Fields, the co-
•founder of lnterscope, of bankrolling Death Row, 
and being the reason the label promotes lyrics that 
degrade women and celebrate criminal activities. 
She also claims that Time/Warner attempted a 
settlement with her, but she refused. "They want 
to settle and the price to settle is to keep quiet and 
leave them alone, and of course that is no settle-
ment for me. I intend to fight them until they stop 
putting this offensive music out to us as a people.'' 
Most times preachy, Tucker often goes on tan-
gents quoting the most well-known of clich6s, 
"We [Blacks] don't bring in the drugs, we don't 
bring in the guns!" But, at times, some enlighten-
ment is yielded within the torrent of her words. 
When talking about Dr. Frances Cress Welsing 's 
famous trip to Germany she warns, ·'People said 
when she got to Germany, Or. We Ising, she learned 
that in their history they inculcated in the art, the 
music, all the negative stereotypical images of Jews 
and they kept pounding it in every way. And when 
Hitler moved oo them, even some of the Jews said 
'J don't want them [Jews] around us.' And when 
Hitler moved on them nobody cared." She claims 
See TUCKER, B2 
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Comes to Howard 
BY ANDRE Esn:RS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Despite a drizzling rain, several 
students, faculty and members of 
the surrounding community made 
their way to the Blackburn Center 
last Thursday to meet best-selling 
author E. Lynn Harris. 
Through the collaborative efforts of 
Sisterspeak Books and the Armour 
J. Blackburn Center, Harris vjsited 
Howard while on a 32-city promo-
tional tour. Harris, whose latest 
book, Abide Wirh Me, is currently 
number six on the New York Times 
bestseller list, read from his latest 
work to an intimate crowd. 
Upon reaching the podium, Harris 
adjusted his glasses and introduced 
himself in an informative greeting. 
In a strong, confident voice laced 
with a slight Southern accent, Har-
ris reacquainted the audience with 
Rayll)ond, Trent, and Nicole, char-
acters from his earlier works. 
l!nmediately following the read-
ing was a question and answer ses-
sion in which Harris informed read-
ers of his writing process and future 
projects. Among other things, he 
mentioned a literary foundation he is 
in the process of instituting. Called 
the Better Days Foundation, its pur-
pose is to support young, upcoming 
writers and to establish literacy pro-
grams. 
Other notable revelations included 
the projected year 2000 release of a 
novella about John Basil Hender-
son, a popular character from earli-
er novels, and a collection of mem-
oirs. Harris also mentioned plans for 
the screen adaptation of his first two 
highly popular novels, Invisible l.ife 
and Just as I Am, and the upcoming 
theater staging of Invisible Life. 
Freshman African-American stud-
ies major Unique Hunter was one of 
the numerous audience members 
who squealed with delight upon 
hearing such news. 
" I like [Harris] because he deals 
with a lot of issues pertaining to 
relationships," Hunter said. "Being 
a heterosexual female, it is importalll 
to know what's going on with our 
See HARRIS, B2 
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Head Coverings 
Are All the Rage 
BY At,tKE BOGG,\N 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The head-wrap, officially known as a gele (pronounced gay-lae), origi-nated in West African cultures. This 
particular type of head dress has been around 
for centuries, ·with variations of it worn in 
many countries, but ,.........,...., 
its use by blacks in 
the United States 
bas been more spo-
radic. Recently, it ' 
was re-introduced 
for fashion purpos-
es. Despite singer 
Erykah Badu's per-
sonal reason for 
wearing a gcle, she 
was the force 
behind its popular-
ization as a main-
stream fashion 
accessory for our 
generation. 
Thegele(oraver-
sion of it) was seen paired with everythil\g 
from sundresses to club gear. And these 
wraps are no longer confined to African fab-
rics and patterns-other textures and solid 
colors are now commonly accepted. This 
fashion trend is not confined to the heads of 
Black females. Young ladies of European 
descent wear them for fashion purposes. 
In contrast to the current utilization of the 
gele, our parents' generation used it more as 
a political statement that they incorporated 
into fashion. The Black Power, Black Arts 
and Civil Rights Movements evoked feelings 
of racial pride and ethnic consciousness and. 
also directed Blacks 
10 reconnect with 
their African her-
itage. And what bet-
ter way to demon-
strate that "Black is 
Beautiful" than to 
imitate the appear-
ance of our African 
brethren by wearing 
African garb. 
However, geles are 
SeeWRAP,B2 
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-Sing, Sing, Sing 
Sophomore Signs Contract 
.With Rahab Records 
8Y J ASON T. S~IITII 
Hilhop Stall' Writer 
Sophomore broadc.1s1journalism major Chris Ezell. found his voice early. 
Second grade 10 be exact. 
'The 1eacher asked if a srudent would sing for 1he class. I was just looking 
around and no one got up. So I jusl got up in front of 1he class and sung the 
The Greatest love of All by Whitney Houslon," said Ezelle. "Thal was the 
firs1 1ime I realized 1ha1 I had 1he vocal 1alent and ability:· 
The kids in his class clapped and cheered, as Chris recalls, and they made 
him realize 1ha1 he was 1alen1ed and that amazed him. "What amazed me even 
more was the way I sounded. I knew the song backwards and forwards and I 
added my own style to it" 
)'/ow, 22 years old. it seems 1ha1 everyone has been ialking about Ezell 's style 
lately. II was his dynamic and "laid back" style that would set Ezell apart a1 
an audition at Howard last May for Rahab records, a Christian reoord com-
pany 1hat seeks to fuse hip-hop with main stream gospel. 
"He definitely had his own style, a great deep baritone voice, and a strong 
conviction about Christ." said Eric Campbell. Rahab records founder and pro-
ducer. 
That audition. and Ezell's unique vocal abilities landed him a contract with 
the record company. said Campbell. The record deal was announced this 
month. The company also released informa1ion that Ezell and two other area 
college studen1s are working on their debu1 album that will be released in 
August. 
Por Ezell . who begged his mom for singing lessons after his second grade 
debut, said this was a dream come true. 
"Music is in my heart and I've always seen myself as an R&B singer," he 
said. And wi1h Rahab records who is following in the footsteps of precedent 
sening gospel-revolutionary Kirk Franklin with a more hip-hop/R&B gospel 
vibe, Ezell may just get his chance to perform in R&B s1yle. 
"What we want people to know is that R&B doesn·t have to be bump and 
ground and sex all the time," said Ezell. "You can have clean R&B 1ha1 talks 
about Christian love without putting someone down." 
Chris Ezell, a sophomore broadcast journalism major, "ill release a R&B 
album this summer. 
Ezell and his group have been in 1he s1udio laying down tracks for their ! 
upcoming debut since the summer of 1998. · 
Puning his album on hold. Chris describes his s1yle as "really chi II and laid 
back." 
"l can sing something really chill and laid back or I can sing something rough 
and hard wi1hou1 damaging my voice," said Ezell. 
;,Even though I try 10 do runs like other ar1ists, 1hey always come out dif-
ferent.,. 
And his close friend Antwan Brown, a sophomore political science major. 
agrees. Brown, who harmonized with Ezell in 1he corridors of Drew Hall dur-
ing their freshman year, said Chris' talent is unique. Thal along wi1h a car-
ing personality will fuel a heahhy career for Ezell. 
"He's very hilarious and very caring. His humble attitude will defini1ely keep 
him grounded as he goes places," said Brown. 
Rating System: We at The Hilltop believe in empowering the student. For tlzat reason, we have given our cadre of music and movi1 
•eviewers rhe power to Validate and Purge, just as the power-wielding sorcerers in the Administration Building have. 
r!:ssentially, (f we find the CD or movie agreeable, we will VALIDATE it for your listening pleasures. But if the music or movif 
srinks to high heaven 1lze11 it will be PURGED from our gotta-get-it list. 
-Tlze Edito, 
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From the Yard to Milan, 
Spring Fashions Are Hot 
and Loud 
BY A J EENAII A MIR 
Hilhop Staff Wri1er 
"Whan that April witlr his showres so01e. the dm11ght of March hath perced 
to tire roote .. . •· 
As Chaucer began 1hc Prologue 10 his Canterbury Toles centuries ago. he 
beckoned to the sweet, warm days of spring, where flowers again emerge in 
full bloom. 1he sun shines brightly into windows every morning, and night 
slowly approaches after 1he culmination of an indigo sunset. 
And if you take a deep breath. you can almos1 smell the hormones. 
Indeed. spring is a 1ime to enjoy the elements. Or a1 leas1 watch others in 
scant clo1hing do it ins1ead. The fa~hion world evidently had this in mind when 
releasing numerous spring collec1ions 1his year. And a~ Spring approaches, 
female s1uden1s of Howard are, as usual, at 1he pulse of this season's newest 
styles. , 
The pedal-pusher short has unsurprisingly returned this season, although with 
some improvemcn1s. The pedal-pusher is falling above. below, or squarely on 
the knee this spring, and 1he fit ranges from "are-1hose-painted-on?" snug to 
"skater-girl" baggy. Also, khaki, chino. and myriad other colors have replaced 
the dark denim pedal-pusher. Details, like cargo pocke1s, have been added to 
suil personal 1as1es. 
The Capri pani emerges this se.ison as a welcome allernative 10 the pedal-
pusher. The Capri fa lls right in the middle of 1he calf, and long pants can be 
cull'cd 10 achieve 1his look. There is also an Indian influence in many of this 
season's fashions. with long. primed sari-s1yled skins and delicately beaded 
and embroidered tanks. 
Knee-length dresses and ski rts are being worn over pants and long skirts 
are reiurning. 1hough sli1less and with cargo detailing. Sneakers are popular 
1his spring, wi1h the re-emergence of much-loved and deeply missed "old-
school'' style.~ like Puma and Adidas. AdditionaIJy. short-sleeved peasant blous-
es and apron-tied shirts arc becoming popular this spring, providing wearers 
wi1h simplici1y and sub1le feminini1y. 
The colors for 1he season include bright oranges and yellows. tans and khakis, 
olive and army greens, and vibram blues a.nd pinks. 
Overall . the move this spring is preny and playful. yet he.11-friendly also, 
with designers opting for fabrics like lightweight cottons. wispy silks and 
rayons. and summer's signature fabric. linen. 
Living the Life of Superman 
Tucker's Battle With G-angsta Rap 
·1,,, Nowhere else on campus ca::::::~i~:ely impact 1he life of a fresh-
people are." man every day, every week. for two semes1ers-holidays included. Watching 
the re.sidents on your floor grow personally. in1ellec1ually and socially out-fmmT UCKER. B l One solution she has 10 wha1 she considers 1he problem of rap lyrics. as well weighs the many times that you're awakened at 3 a.m. 10 open the door for a 
as 1he more tangible problems created by America·s economy and its 1rea1- locked-out resident. Or 10 proofread a ienn paper at I a.m. for the 1rustwor• 1his is what is happening with gangsta rap. . 
The I 980s brought Reaganomics, AIDS. crack and a recession to Ameri-
ca ·s plate. What couldn'1 be digested was left 10 America's under-class and 
middle-class to deal with. "Gangsta rap" or "reality rap" was one of the voic-
es 1hat came oul of 1his lime. Bui Tucker doesn·1 believe 1ha1 this music reflecls 
1he life 1ha1 we arc ac1ually living. 
ment of Blacks. is proposing to close military bases and turn them into acad- thy honors siudeni across ,he hall. Or giving your lasi Little Debbie Cake 10 
emies for children. 
"If ihere is a Black woman that canno, raise a child. then the child would j your hungry, ever-jubilant nex1 door neighbor- a neighbor you incidentally 
be taken out of1ha1 environmenl and in10 1he bao;e where they c:m have some- .f adop,ed as your liule broiher. Bui afler a year of helter-skelter scheduling, and bouncing baclc and forth 
one train them," she says. ! r rom 71,e Hilltop to my second job in Dre": I realiie th:u I can·1 do it all. 
Still, freedom of expression. particularly artis1ic expression. h always aques• \ Recently 1 signed a form lener waiving my posiiion as an R.A. for next year. 
tion when it comes to censorship. Many rappers say 1ha1 i1 is beuer for 1hem 1 11 was the hardesi ,hing I've done this year. Silt ii was very necessary: next 
to say that they want to commit a violent ac1 against someone 1han 10 ac,ual- ! year I'll need more lime for my self. my siudies and ihe needs of The Hilltop 
"The music does not reflec1 life, wha1 is reflected in our life is seeing women. 
poor women. getting up early in 1he morning wilh their two children. trying 
to take them to a daycare center. going 10 work and 1hen coming back 10 pick 
them up at 6 p.m. They see their grandmothers and their mothers going 10 
church. lhey see them telling them to stay in school. How can you suppor1 a 
black woman [who) is struggling hard to raise the men in 1his country. and 
you don't have no1hing 10 say about our boys being paid and exploi1ed 10 call 
us b- and h-'s cause 1he while man can't do it anymore?" 
ly do it. Meanwhile, white rock groups. who of1en recite violem lyrics. are ! readers. • 
rarely taken to task for the lyrics of their songs. · 
"The while rock groups are not appeali ng 10 children. !he white groups may j At las1. I realize 1ha1 I'm no1 Superman. So. aflerihis week·s final deadline be appealing 10 18 year olds and up. but I am not worried about ihai. 1 am j I' 11 rnke off my white Superman T-shirt (the one wi1h the home-sketched ,;S"), 
worried abou1 whal is affec1ing our children:· Tucker said. j and I' ll give up on irying 10 fly. 
Recently, Tucker s war on rap has been on the wane. and the aftermath of f Looking back. I realize I was par1ial '° Baunan anyway ... 
In defining ·gangsrn rap' Tucker says. "Gangsta rap symbolizes a form of 
genocidal prose which has been encouraged and disiributed by 1hose in 1he 
industry who are driven by drugs, greed and racism. Rap in its pures1 form 
was an art form of prose and poetry which expressed life in the same sense 
1ha1 the spiri1uals did. Gangsta rap is a perverted form which has been encour-
aged by 1hose who have used the entertainment indus1ry 10 exploit and pro-
jec1 the negative stereotypical images to demean and depict African Ameri-
cans as subhuman, which is 1he antithesis of wha1 we as African American 
her campaign is revealing allies in unusual places. At the final hearing for j 
Dea1h Row CEO Suge Knigh1 months ago in Los Angeles. Tucker was seen ] 
seated snugly next to Knight's mother. A race-based show of support. or a j 
neat ploy 10 fall-.in10 Knighl's favor in the face of his pending lawsuit? We 1 
may never knO\\\ but what is cer,ain is 1ha1 when individuals like Tucker an empt j 
to fight the good figh1 of censorship, free speech and ar1is1ic li berty will only ! 
find protection in the vigorous effor1s of 1he very community that is under ! 
aunck. In this case, hip hop. Defend i1. or lose it. · 
................................................................................................................................................................................... :;;;-;-............. _____ ............ ~ ~-~= · 
Head Wraps: The New Trend for Young Women 
See WRAP,B2 
not the only type of ethnic headdress on the market. There are different types of head 
dresses as well as numerous reasons for their use. Fur1hermore. 1hey are more preva-
lent in couniries whose inhabi1an1s are people of color. There are certain countries in 
lhe Caribbean where women wear head dresses. while in Arabian countries. the men 
are known 10 wear a head piece 1ha1 is similar to the gele. Additional types of head-wear 
can be found in Other African and Asian countries. and many more cultures. Even wi1h-
in our own African American culture during the I 960's and I 970's, head dresses worn 
by men were prcvaleni. They were known as ;'do-rags" or bandanas. 
Follow the steps in 1he following photos to wrap your gele: 
.......... 1'111111111 
.... 112- 112 
11n , .... , 
TIii l'nlfllll 11 11 DICIIII 
IWl"1D 1111 fnlzl llnr 
CIIIIIGII IGIIII Sl it..-. 
l la ... -US 
llirllll'l llaUN MIi 
SGalllrrtbll llllbilVIIIOas lltllll) 
l-u8.l.c n I ► "Ill MIUHill 
weekly ro1111d-11p of musical hits selected by The Hilltops staff 
Selections appear i11 110 partic•1lar orrJer. 
The writer is a sophomore print jo11malism major anti the omgoi11g 1999 
etliwr of the TEMPO secrio11. 
from HARRIS. BI 
African-American men:· 
The issues Hunter was referring to are the issues of bisexuality and same-
sex relationships- two of Harris' trademark issues. In addition 10 probing he1-
erosexual relationships, Harris explores the intimate thoughts of African-
American men who engage in bisexual and same•sex relationships. He does 
so in an anempt 10 help re.1ders understand some African-American men's 
ques1 for happiness. 
It is this probing for understanding thai attracts American Universi1y Ph.D. 
candidaie Sheila Wise to Harris· work. 
.. [Harris) is an incredible wri1er I who J gives us a great perspective of what 
it means 10 be human." Wise said. "He speaks 10 a lot of different issues and 
helps us understand 1ha1 we tire all...searching for happiness:· 
Harris greeted his fans and au1ographed books 1oward the end of 1he event. 
Those interes1ed in learning more about Harris and his works may do so by 
visiting his website: www.elynnharris.com. 
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fly Virgin the airline with the 
mega-choice of in flight 
entertainment. 
BUY A YOUTH 
EUP.AIIJEUROPASS- GET 50-/e 
Off A BmRAIL YOUTH 
--CLASSIC/fLEXIPASS. 
t, 
...... 
0 
CHECK OUT OUR r 
LOW YOUTH/STUDENT 0 
AIRFARES TO LONDON!!! 
• ;-~i#" 
lllllllllrrave/.,. 
Council on lnttru tional 
Educational Exchange 
3301 M Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20007 
Phone: 202-337-6464 
www.counciltrave l. < • 
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·GOSPt.\. 
CHO\R 
30th Year Celebration 
SATURDAY APRIL 24, 6:00 PM 
ANDREW RANKIN MEMORIAL CHAPEL 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
•seek Ye First the kingdom of God and his righteousness and all these things 
shall be added unto you• 
Matthew 6:33 •••· '""' lkl ~ f d 1,, . 
Cele bra Ung 30 years of faithful seNice to the great I am M, ,:. _ o... 
' 
I 
RYDER 
TRS 
Getting a year's worth of stuff into a car is Like trying 
to cram 10 pounds into a 5_-pound sack. You've 
crammed enough for a while. Give yourself a break. 
Call Ryder and truck it - at the right price. www.yellowtruck.com 
-
Advanced reservation required. Present this coupon at the time of your rental. 
-, 
Discount 
One-Way 
Moves 
Coupon only applicable to basic rate of truck rental. which does not 
include taxes, fuel and optional ilems. One coupon per rental. Coupon sub-
ject to tmck availability and Ryder Moving Services standard rental 
requirements. Coupon expires December 31. 2000. 
Coupon not valid with any other offer, discount or promotion. 
1-800-GO-RYDER 
Ryder' is a registered trademark of Ryder System, Inc. ai1d Is used under license. 
$ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
oo I 
Local I 
Moves 
I 
Note to Dealer: l. Enter discount on rates screen. 2. Enter Coupon I.D. on payment screen. NC030 I 
3. Attach lo rental agreement and send in with weekly report. RA Number__ ___ .J 
------------------------
--· .. ---· --
~ 
The Fine Arts Standing Committee's 
First Annual 
Friday, April 30, 1999 
Award,rCeremony 
6pm to 9pm 
Ira Aldridge Theatre 
Ater Party 
9pm to 12am 
The Environmental Theatre Space 
FREE!!! 
Vr~to-Impr~ 
' • 
• I 
' t 
• 
' • 
• t 
Witness your peers in the Division of Fine Arts receive 
awards for extraordinary performance or exhibition. 
The Awriioay even go to IQ!!! 
------- _____ ,,, ______ ·--
BJ 
.), 
• 
• 
' 
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HU Men's Basketball 'learn Welcollles New Melllhers 
BY KlMOTHY K. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University"s men's basketball team per-
formed less than expected this season. The Bison's record 
was 2-25. 
Head coach Kirk Saulny believed his team needed an 
overhaul and brought in several recruits and college 
transfers to build the talent level and depth. The Bison are 
losing seniors Melvin Watson and Ogoumi Rea.I, which 
leaves holes that need to be filled. 
Saulny said the team is still waiting on two players to 
commit, including Crenshaw's point guard Jonathan 
Stokes of Los Angeles, Calif. 
The following is a list of players who have already 
signed. 
' 
Nick Dodson 
Weight: 197 pounds 
Height: 6" 10" 
Position: Center 
School: Verbum Dei High School, Los Angles, Calif. 
Statistics: 
I 0.5 points per game 
8.0 rebounds per game 
2.0 assists per game 
4.0 blocked shots per game 
All-league 
3.3 grade point average 
1130SAT 
Dodson was the starting center for Verbum Dei high 
school basketball team. which won the California State 
Championship. He chose Howard University over Stan-
ford, California-Berkeley and U.S.C. because he felt 
"comfortable with the situation and wanted to be part of 
the rebuilding process:· His high school coach said with 
his hard work ethics. he could be a possible NBA player. 
Dodson played his best game against 'fyson Chandler, who 
is one of the top centers in the country. 
Coach Saulny: "He had great grades. which made our 
selection a no-brainer. David Green, his high school 
coach, is a former NBA player. He was definitely the third 
option on his high school team." · 
File Photo 
Donte Uuco!u 
Position: Forward 
Reggie Monis, a junior college transfer, is consldered one of the top rccndts for Cooch Kiri< Saulny. Morri< "ill piny be a shooting guard. 
Weight: 215 pounds 
Height: 6'7" 
School: Los Angeles Tolde Tuch College 
Awards: Isl Team South Coast Conference All-State & 
All-American. AII-Tourney-SBCC & College of Canyons. 
Statistics: 
25.6 points per game 
8.0 rebounds per game 
4.5 assists per game 
Lincoln is a great all-around player, great scorer and pos-
sible professional prospect, according to high school 
coach Richard Wells. Considered one of the "best in the 
west." He was heavily recruited by Oregon State, St. 
Louis. Alabama-Birmingham. Hawaii, Loyola-Chicago, 
Fresno State and Utah State. 
Coach Saulny: 'He is probably the cornerstone of our 
recruiting class. He has the abil ity to lead us in scoring 
and rebounding, and he can play five spots.' 
Rei:i:ic Morris 
Weight: 180 pounds 
Height: 6'3' 
Position: Shooting Guard 
School: Los Angeles Southwest Junior College 
Statistics: 
17 .5 points per game 
5.0 rebounds per game 
3.0 steals per game 
3.0 assists per game 
Morris chose Howard because it's a ""highly visible uni• 
versity with [al good education:· Likes the area and 
coaches. In addition. he wanted to attend a traditionally 
Black university. Chose Howard over Texas A&M. San 
Diego. Hawaii. Santa Barbara. Wyoming and Nevada-
Reno. 
Coach Saulny: ··He will definitely replace [Melvin] 
Watson·soutside shooting, because he·s a better ball han-
dler. He's also the son of a coach whom I worked with 
before."' 
J onathan Stokes 
Weight: 175 pounds 
Height: 6"T 
Position: Point guard/2-guard 
3.53 grade point average 
l 190SAT 
School: Crenshaw High School 
Statistics: 
Women's Turinis Team Wraps up Another 
Season 
Bv ERICA M OODY-H ANKERSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University's women's 
tennis team finished fifth in the Mid 
Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) 
this season. 
The Lady Bison, who started the sea-
son winning several games, claim they 
did not receive enough recognition 
from other schools. 
"We have proved ourselves to schools 
who don't have fai th in HBCU"s." said 
Gia Landry, the captain of the team. 
Even though the women's tennis team 
does not have adequate faci lities, they 
still believe they can capture a MEAC 
title next season. 
'The team has really been a success 
this year. This just wasn't our year to 
win the MEAC.'" said Landry. 
Coach Larry Strickland has a difficult 
task of coaching both the men and 
women's tennis teams along with teach-
ing during the tennis season. ''Our 
coach needs help:· said Landry. The 
administration does not have any future 
plans on hiring an assistant coach. For-
tunately, Coach Strickland can rely on 
an assistant volunteer coach, James 
Rayford. "We are deeply indebted to 
him for helping us out, completely vol-
unteering;· said Strickland. 
HBCU tennis teams are on the rise. 
according to Coach Strickland. He said 
the MEAC conference is getting better 
and Howard's team has to work harder 
to bring back the championship. 
Looking toward next season, the Lady 
Bison will have two top recruits. With 
the team already having a groat amount 
of skill, these athletes are committed to 
excelling next year. 'They area very tal-
--
'--------------------------' 
ented team that has not yet realized their Hilltop Staff/Mark Colens,n 
potential,'' said Strickland '"My goal is to Ekllterina Okpala "as• major key to the women's !Fni' team's MEAC Touma-
help them realize their potential next men! run. 
year. I'll do my best to help.'" 
16.3 points per game 
4.0 rebounds per game 
5.0 steals per game 
Stokes was an All-league. all-city and all-tourney. He 
was the most valuable player in the King Day Classic at 
UCLA:s Pauley Pavil ion. Stokes chose Howard because 
he wanted to ··be the catalyst in the new breed of the suc-
cessful Bison program. He is considered one of the best 
shooting point guards on the West Coast. Hi, recruitment 
is not official but Saulny said it"s very close. 
Coach Saulny: ··He can play both point guard and off 
guard. He shoots the ball extremely well. rm tremen-
dously excited about this possible addition to the class:· 
Ron wm;amson 
Weight: 150 pounds 
Height: 6' r· 
Position: point guard 
School: Briggs High School. Columbus. OH 
Statistics: 
24. 1 points per game 
3.4 rebounds per game 
4 assists per game 
.820 free throw percentage 
.500 field goal percentage 
2.5 steals per game 
.390 three point percentage 
First team all-city and first team all-district. Co-Player 
of the Year in Division II Coaches" Poll. Second team All-
Ohio. Participated in Dbtrict 10 All-Star Game. Chose 
Howard over Bowling Green. 80,10n University and 
Furman. 
Conch Saulny: •· Allhough we were involved with many 
guards. Williamso11s speed ;rnd athleticism is the reason 
I chose him over all other guards. He has the ability to 
communicate and follow directions:· 
In addition. the team welcomed Darren Kennedy. a 
tmnsfer student from Monmouth University in New Jer-
sey. According to Saulny. Kennedy is a great shooter who 
can play the two or three positions. He will also provide 
outside shooting help. 
The Bison are also aw:dting the signing of two more 
recruits. 
1999 National Football League Draft 
First Round Results 
This year's edition of the NFL Draft is complete. There were some suprises and deals being made throughout 
Saturday·s first round. Here is a complete list of the first round picks and which teams chose then,. 
1. Cleveland: Tim Couch, QB. Kentucky 
2. Philadelphia: Donovan McNabb. QB, 
Syracuse 
3. Cincinnati: Akili Smith, QB. Oregon 
4. Indianapolis: Edgerrin James. RB, 
Miami (Fla.) 
S, New Orleans: Ricky Williams. RB. Texas 
6. St, Lou.ls: Torry Holt, WR. North Carolina State 
7. Washington: Roland ··Champ·· Bailey. DB. 
Georgia 
8, Arizona: David Boston. WR. Ohio State 
9. Detroit: Chris Claiborne. LB, USC 
10. Baltimore: Chris McAlister, DB, Arizona 
11. Minnesota : Daunte Culpepper. QB. 
Central Florida 
12, Chicago: Cade McNown. QB, UCLA 
13, Pittsburgh: Troy Edwards, WR. Louisiana 
Tech 
14, Kansas City: John °fait, OL, Brigham Young 
15. Tampn Bay: Anthony McFarland. DL. 
Louisiana State 
16, Tunnessee: Jevon Kearse. LB, Florida 
17, New England: Damien Woody. OL. Boston 
College 
18. Oakland: Matt Stinchcomb, OL. Georgia 
19. N.Y. Giants: Luke Petitgout, OL, Notre Dame 
20. Dallas: Ebenezer Ekuban. DL, North 
Carolina 
21. Arizona: Lonnie Je,vel ··L.1:· Shelton, OL, 
Eas1ern Michigan 
22. Seattle: Lamar King, DL. Saginaw Valley State 
(Mich.) 
23. Buffalo: Antoine Winfield, DB. Ohio State 
24. San Francisco: Reggie McGrev,; DL, Florida 
• 25. Green Bay: Antuan Edwards, DB, Clemson 
26. J acksonville: Fernando Bryant, DB, Alabama 
27, Detroit: Aaron Gibson. OL. Wisconsin 
28, New England: Andy Katzenmoyer. LB. 
Ohio State 
29. Minnesota: Di mi trius Underwood. DL, 
Michigan State 
30. Atlanta: Patrick Kerney. DL. Virginia 
31. Denver: Al Wilson. LB. Tunnessce 
. Photo Cour1csy or ESPN Magazine 
(1 10 r) Syracuse ·s Oono,11n McNabb, Cmtrnl Florida's Daunte Culpep-
per, and UCLA"s Cade McNown, were amon~ tile top plcl<s. 
----- -- --·---·--- --· ---- ---- · ---- -----
FRIDAY, ArRJL23, 1999 THE HILLTOP 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
NCAA.ATHLETIC CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
SITE VISIT OF THE PEER REVIEW TEAM 
TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY AND 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIA'FE ATflLETICS 
MONDAY, MAY 17 • 1iHURSDAY, MAY 20, 1999 
NOTICE: COPIES OF THE 
NCAA CERTIFICATION SELF STUDY REPORT 
ARE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW AT THE FOLLOWING VENUES: 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
1! JI ' ,/, 
COACHES AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
STUDENT-ATHLETE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
FOUNDERS' LIBRARY AND THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
& 
ll>EAN FOR STUDENT t.lFE AND ACTIVITIES 
THE SEt.F-STUDY PLAN AND 
SUMMARY OF THE FINAL REPORT 
CAN BE REVI.EWED 
ON THE HOWARD UNIV.ERSITY WEB SllrE. 
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Go to: www.howard.edu and then to ''Intercollegiate Athletics'' : 
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TH E HIU.TOP 
It's about that time for some of us to graduate. Whether you are graduating Fall 99, Summer 
'99, Winter '99, Spring '00, etc. etc. . . . . . we need to keep in touch .... so enter your contact 
information in the 
,_ , Bison . For Life E-mail D_irectory. 
If you have a howard account (ie. cldc.howard.edu or howard.edu), get a uni-
. , ) ' ' ·, ' 
versal one (ie~. yahoo, excite, aol, hotmail) because your HU account will get cut 
, . 
off. 
Your information will appear in the May 8 issue of the Hilltop .... so e-mail me or 
call me with your . info. ( 4 line max) you want . to appear ... I look forward to putting 
, ' 
this together for · our class ... we are . Bison for life .. so let~ s keep in touch ... thanks 
· · . in· advance~ ... Arrelle D. Anderson .. proud gradr_adute '99 
Contact Arr~lle at 202. 939. 0706 or 806. 6866 with yo~r info. or email me at 
ar jenee@yahoo.com 
• . . : - · An.e><~mple of insertion: ·. · · .· 
I, .,:; . . _. ' '. ~ ,/. ,•. - ' . . . ' • •. : •· . . . 
· , Arrelle I). Anderson 
. '· . . . . . ; ... ' ' ' 
· ' School· of -Communications · 
'' ; l New J er.sey 'native 
' G".'Jenee@yahoo. c~m .·' ' ' 
DEADLINE IS APRIL 27 .1999 
HURRYI &ET YOUR E .. MAIL ON. NO#t::· 
COMMUNICATIONS SENIORS ••••• 
,· 
Please submit your 
DEAR . HOWARD LETTERS .-· .. · 
to the st~dent council office. Write about you.r ~xpe-
riences, li~es, di,slikes, advice, or whatever ••• just .. Write 
- you_r la~t,Wor.ds·to our dear, ·Howard. · ···.• 
-. _· ·,, · s ··u b ·m it ·: them · by: ·. 
. · .. · · • . · A P R I L 3 -0 , . 1 9 9 9 
l GET ·v ·ouR $10 T~setRT·s WHILE 
·YOU ARE THERE •••• 
.......... ----------- --·--- - .. - - ... - - •• ---·--· . ·-·· 4••· .. - - - -, .. ------.._. ... _ -·· ,._ -- ··- ......... __ _ 
-·- · -- -
THEIIILLTOP 
Spons 
Photo 
Gallen 
Hilltop SL,ff/Matk Coleman 
Tonnis sensation Erin Adams, a 
junior broodcasl major, shows her 
Corni during a rerent match. 
Hilltop Stoff/Mark Coleman 
Women's lacrosse player Adora 
Curry prepares to compete in a 
l'tUllt game. 
Hilllop S1:tlT/Mark Coleman 
11-dck team member Ran,si llclbaoy 
aw-alts to run in the Howard Relays. 
Hllllop Stoff/Mark Colcn•'lll 
~fen's tennis team member .Jamal 
Ahmad plays hard in practice. 
Hilltop Staff/Mark Colen>'Ul 
Karla Johnson ponders her strategy 
belore running in the Howard Relays. 
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SPO 
Sports commentan, 
Final· Exam Time for NFL Team Drafts 
• 
This year's draft was a strange one. Bold i trades and surprising picks made for an enter-
! taining two days. Those of us on campus 
: with cable television (Meridian Hall) had the 
i pleasure, or privilege, of viewing the draft On 
i the other hand, I had to listen 10 the radio and ! surf the Internet. Regardless. I examined the 
.-:r-l ~-- _;, 
- . 
• i selections of each team carefully and came up KimOlhy K. Brown j with my own grading policy. Forget Mel sgort• Editor 
: Kiper, it's time for Kimo1hy Brown! 
i Arizona Cardinals: A 
j The Cardinals made a smart decision by drafting Ohio S1a1e 
j standout wide receiver David Boston a1 the No. 8 spot. They were 
i also lucky enough 10 grab offensive iackleLJ. Shelton. The Ryan 
j Leaf trade, of course, made all of these great picks possible. Look 
i for the Cardinals to be in the playoffs once again, possibly as 
i NFC East champions. 
i Atlanta Falcons: C j It's not like Atlanta needed many picks anyway. However, 
i another quarterback would have helped. The defending NFC 
1 champions selected Patrick Kerney late in the first round. 
i A1lan1a also needed a fullback and selected Jeff Paulk, a slight 
j surprise in the third round. The Falcons were basically absent 
i on the draft's second day. 
1 Baltimore Ravens: C+ 
i Chris McAlisler was a good pick for Baltimore al No. JO. This 
1 was the second consecutive time the Ravens went for a defen-
i sive back in round one. Getting Tony Banks and dealing away 
i Eric Zeier was smart. Baltimore gambled on Virginia safety 
1 Anlbony Poindexter, a first-round prospect, in the seventh round. 
! Buffalo Bills: B+ 
j The Bill s made a good selection in Jim Thorpe Award winner 
! Antoine Winfield al No. 23 overall. In addition. Buffalo man-! aged 10 snag the Tonnessee duo of receiver Peerless Price and 
! fullback Shawn Bryson. Wade Phillips' -team selected line-
! backer Keith Newman, light end Bobby Collins and linebacker 
1 Jay Foreman in the middle rounds. 
! Carolina Panthers: D ! Carolina's performance in the draft makes me wonder if this 
i team actually wants to win. Bui former 49er's head coach 
i George Seifert should have this learn playing hard. They gave 
i up a lot in the Sean Gilbert trade. so they had to have a good 
! performance 10 make up for that. The Panthers selected Chris j Terry, Mike Rucker and Hannibal Navies. 
! Chicago Bears: B+ i The Bears did a wonderful job of trading down in the first 
i round, moving five spots and gaining four picks. which includes 
! a third-round selection in 2000. Chicago still got who they want-! ed in UCLA quarterback Cade McNown along with some bonus 
i picks. The middle to late-round picks of Russell Davis. O'Wayne 
j Bates, Warrick Holdman. Roosevelt Colvin and Jerry Wisnc 
i should add much needed depth 10 the Bears' rosier. 
i Cincinnati Bengals: B 
i Is Akili Smith the answer al quarterback? I think so. The for-
! mer University of Oregon standout is accurate and fas1. Instead 
: of Tim Couch. the Bengals grabbed Couch's best receiver Craig i Yeast. Cincinnati was also able to gel Charles Fisher and Cory 
! Hall in the middle row1ds. University of Miami quarterback Scott 
j Covington was a questionable pick in the late round. Cincinnati 
! said good-bye 10 quarterbacks Neil O'Donnell and Paul Justin. 
j which should leave an interesting ban le between Jeff Blake and 
!Smith. 
i Cleveland Browns: A 
! The brand new Browns did well in their firs1 draft. Besides 
j selecting Tim Couch after reaching a conm,c1 agreement. they 
! were able to gel Syracuse wide receiver Kevin Johnson. who 
j could have easily been a first-round pick. Cleveland helped their 
! secondary tremendously by selecting Daylon McCu1cheon and i Marquis Smith. Also. linebacker Wali Rainer is a solid prospect. 
i Dallas Cowboys: C+ 
i I guess Dallas was content with bolstering their defensive line 
i with the selection of Ebenezer Ekuban. But I think Dall as need-! ed 10 solidify their receiving corps because Raghib Ismail is 1101 
the answer. Dal Nguyen is a good pick who makes plays despite 
his size. 
Den\'er Broncos: B 
The defending Super Bowl champions did a decent job in this 
year's draft. Denver is another learn 1ha1 did not need much help. 
They simply improved their depth whi[e building for the future. 
Offensive lineman Lennie Friedman was the Broncos' best 
choice because he is a backup 10 Mark Schlereth, who has a his-
tory of knee problems. The champions later selected Olandis 
Gary, another Georgia-bred running back. 
Detroit Lions: A 
In my opinion. they had the best first day in the draft. The Lions 
were able 10 get a dominant li nebacker in Chris Claiborne of 
. USC. De1roi1 also helped their offensive Hne by selecting Aaron 
Gibson. who should help open holes for Barry Sanders. They 
also drafted a sure backup 10 Sanders. Michigan State's Sedrick 
Irvin. There won't be much pressure on [rvin 10 perform. 
Green Bay Packers: C+ 
TI1e Packers needed 10 improve their secondary in the worst 
way, and they did. Green Bay used their first three picks on defen-
sive backs. which was a li11le surprising. TI1e defensive backs 
they did pick had problems. Fred Vinson has injury problems 
and Mike McKenzie is inconsistent. The Packers did add depth 
10 their running game by selecting Oklahoma's De'Mond Park-
er. 
Indianapolis Colts: B 
Hopefully for the Colts. the decision 10 draft Miami running 
back Edgerrin James instead of Ricky Williams wi ll be the right 
one. Colts' head coach Jim Mora said he likes James' ability to 
catch passes out of the backfield. Other picks for Indianapolis 
were linebacker Mike Peterson and guard Brandon Burlsworth. 
Punter Hunter Smith was also a good choice. 
Jacksonville Jaguars: B · 
Jacksonville's main need was on the defensive side of the ball. 
They added defensive back Fernando Bryant and defensive line-
man Larry Smith. These 1wo picks will no doubt help 1he surg-
ing Jaguars improve on defense. 
Kansas City Chiefs: C 
h always seems like Kansas City docs whatever ii can 10 pre-
vent itself from winning. Bui the selection of BYU offensh·e line-
man John Thit addresses a glaring need along 1he offensi~ fr'Ont. 
Boston College running b:,ck Mike Cloud could also be a sur-
prise in 1he backfield following a good senior season. 
Miami Dolphins: A-
Head coach Jimmy Johnson is known for making 1he NFL Ornft 
interesting all by himself. The big news for Miami was the selec-
tion of Cecil Collins in the fifth round. The team moved down 
10 ge1 extra picks which enabled 1hem 10 take 1wo more running 
backs: James Johnson of Mississippi S1a1e and Rob Konrad of 
Syracuse. The trio of Collins. Johnson and Konrnd wi ll vast ly 
improve the Dolphins· running game. 
Minnesota Vikings: B-
Daunte Culpepper wa.~ a big pick for Minnesota and should be 
the Vikings· third-string quarterback this season. The fact 1ha1 
Culpepper has the opportunity 10 learn from Randall Cunning-
ham wi ll be key. Minnesota surprised many when it selected 
Dimitrius Underwood in the first round. However. Minnesota did 
redeem itself with the selection of 1igh1 end Jim Kleinsasser. who 
could pan out in the future. 
New England Patriots: B 
Some said 1hc Pmrio1s had a bad draft but I don·1 agree. They 
selected Damien Woody. which cost the Pa1rio1s both third and 
sixth round choices. New England did well gelling Andy K:11zcn-
moyer. Kevin Faulk and Derrick Fletcher. 
New Orleans Saints: B-
Ricky Williams might turn out 10 be a great player. but the te;im 
gave up a bundle 10 gel the Heisman Trophy winner. Trading 
away the entire draf1 was nm a good decision con,idering the 
foci this 1eam had a l01 of needs. Only time will tell if New 
Orleans benefits from drafting only one player 1hb year. 
New York Giants: C-
The selection of offensh·e lineman Luke Pe1i1gou1 of Notre 
Darne was not a good one. especially with LJ, Shelton and Aaron 
Gibson still available. Running back Joe Montgomery might turn 
Click Onto-It 
ou1 10 be good, but drafting him in the second round was a Iii-
tie high. Overall, the Giants' draft was not impressive at all, 
which leads me 1q one question. Will New York score any points 
on offense this season? 
New York Jel.$: C+ 
Considering 1he fact the Jets had no first round selections. head 
coach Bill Parcell s still managed 10 improve the offensive line. 
The biggest addition was David Loverne, who will surely fit in. 
Oakland Raiders: D+ 
Mall Stinchcomb wa.~ a bit of a surprise al the No. 18 slot Oak-
land also made a mistake by drafting Tony Bryant at No. 40. The 
best player was linebacker Eric Barton. who was selected in the 
fifth i;ound. The Raiders would have been better off staying at 
home. Who wants to play for Al Davis anyway? 
Philadelphia Eagles: B 
Eagles· fans wanted Ricky Wi lliams. but got Donovan McN-
abb, which is not al all a bad choice. Judging from Philadelphia's 
quarterback situation, McN;ibb was a great choice al No. 2. The 
Eagles were also able 10 grab a hold of defensive back Damon 
Moore in the fourth round. 
Pittsburgh Steelers: A 
Louisiana Tech wide receiver Troy Edwards was the best play-
er available al the time for Piusburgh. The Steelers also acquired 
three third roun<!ers: Joey Porter. Kris Farris and Amos Zere-
oue. Other picks were defensive end Aaron Smith and tight end 
Jerame Tuman. 
St. Louis Rams: A-
The Rams' good grade is due in large part to the Marshall Faulk 
deal. SI. Louis only had 10 give up a second and fifth rounder 
10 gel a sta.r running back. After 1ha1, the Rams added wide 
receiver Torry Holl and defensive back Ore' Bly. Quarterback 
Joe Germaine was a decent pick in the fourth round. Cameron 
Spikes. a fifth-rounder. could eventually develop into a Staner. 
San Diego Chargers: D-
The fact 1ha1 your best pick was a fourth-round defensive back 
is no1 a good thing. Last year's Ryan Leaf1rnde is the reason the 
Chargers really did 1101 have any picks. The picks of Jermaine 
Fazande and Steve Heiden were jokes. The only reason I did no1 
give San Diego an Fis because I'm not 1ha1 rnean. 
San Francisco 49ers: C+ 
Bill Walsh, a so-called foo1ball genius. did lillle 10 live up 10 
1ha1 charac1eriu.i1ion. Florida's Reggie McGrew should hel]>.lbe 
defensive line. San Francisco did address the needs in the sec-
ondary by drafting Anthony Parker in the fourth round. Michi -
gan's 1hi Streets will likely miss the 1999 season with an 
Achilles injury. No NFC West title for the 49ers this season! 
Seattle Seahawks: B+ 
Mike Holmgren·s first draft with the Seahawks was like a game 
of chess. Holmgren moved up and down the draft board through-
0111 the 1wo days, resulting in a big pick in Lamar King. Wash-
ington quarterb.ick Brock Huard could eventually pan out for the 
home 1earn. 
Thmpa Bay Buccaneers: A-
Kansas S1a1e kicker Martin Gramatica was a great pick. espe-
cially since Michael Husted is gone. Tulane quarterback sliaun 
King wa.s a steal for Tampa Bay and will eventually push incum-
be111 Trent Oil fer for the starting slot. Louisiana State's Antho-
ny McFarland is a big defensiv'e pick for 1he Buccaneers. who 
wi II be in the playoffs this season. 
Tunnessee Titans: B 
The newly-named Tonnessee franchi~e was basically reward-
ed for waiting around. Florida'sJevon Kearse slipped all the y,ay 
down 10 No. 16, allowing the Titans 10 snatch him up. Quaner, 
back Kevin Daft was a sleeper pick in the fifth round. andlihe 
defensive back need was addressed on day two of the draft. 
Washington Redskins: C+ 
The Redskins received a 101 in the Ricky Williams deal. and 
gave up a l01 in the Be;irs· trade. However. Washington gol who 
they wanted in Roland "Champ" Bailey. Michigan offensive line-
man Jon Jansen was also a greai pick. 
-· 
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,re celel{>J!°at;ing ou.r suacess wit:h an Open House party. Please join us for an informal 
at:h Je,s} vvHere,,. repr~sent:at:ives 'from The Columbia Bank vvi/1 be on hand t:o meet: you. 
het: eu:.#yo'u',:;~a'.ba'nker [o.okfng t:o svvit:ch, or a recent: graduat:e curious abou t: opportunities 
in bankin~ g ~ ~ s;ee- wbartvve haJ,e t:o offer! Enjoy refreshments vvhile you learn vvhy a 
career vvit: ne of t:ne,.J7!osct s':'ccessful community banks in the nation is for you! Resumes 
, are vvelc · . · , · 
. -
Open Ho e: The Co..,u,;.bia Bank, 9"15"1 Baltimore National Pike, Ellicott: City, /VJD 
, . . 
· "1042; Fro. 695: Rt. 
0
70. VV t:o Rt:. 29 S follovv t:o Rt:. 40 VV, on le-ft: a-ft:er first: light:. From 
. 29 N: ,o Rt:. 40 VV, 'bn le-ft: a-ft:er first: light:. If unable to attend, please fax your 
sume to: (410) 7S0-01 OS, or contact: our job hot:line at: (41 0) 418-86S3. 
EOE M/F/D/V . 
• 
hea Travel 
THE HILLTOP 
fro,n DC ~s only nonprofit travel source 
• Discount international airfares 
• Railpasses issued on the spot 
• Great selection of guidebooks 
• Backpacks & tons of other travel gear 
• Student IDs & hostel rnerrlberships 
• The best travel advice on the planet! 
Mention this ad and receive 
20% off all backpacks and guidebooks! 
( o ffe r va lid through M ay 28, 1999; n o t c o m b inable with any o the r disc o unt) 
0 
HOSTELLING 
INTERNATIONAL 
T ·RAVEL 
Hostelling Inte rnational Travel 
1 1 08 K Street NW - 2nd Floor 
(near Metro Center) 
Phone 202.783.4943 
Fax 202. 783.31 48 
VVe invented budget travel. 
THEHru;ror 
Post Office 
cordially i1l11ites you to a11 
Open House 
on 
Wednesday, April 28, 1999 
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Located on the Ground Floor 
Administration Building 
• Tour our renovated Lobby 
FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 1999 
• Observe our improved service capabilities through the 
in1plementation of USPS Integrated Retail Termina1s 
• Meet representatives from the USPS who can answer 
questions regarding new postal services and products 
Light refres~s.nts will be served 
! 
' 
( 
·• 
{ 
/' ' 
Door prizes Available 
The Fine Arts Standing Committee's 
First Annual 
Friday, April 30, 1999 
Awarcu,Cer~ 
6pm to 9pm 
Ira Aldridge Theatre 
After Pevrty 
9pm to 12am 
The Environmental Theatre Space 
FREE!!! 
Vv~to-Im;pv~ 
Witness your peers in the Division of Fine Arts receive· 
a,vards for extraordinary performance or exhibition. 
The A ~ay even go to YOU! 
B9 
Kathy Henderson had never considered herself a teacher. But when she heard that many of her daughter's third-grade classmat es couldn't read, she d ecided to do 
something about it. She joined AmeriCorps and took charge o f the school's volunteer tut oring program. Seeing the students· grades soar showed Kathy she had 
the ability to change lives. Now the director of a literacy program, Kathy says, "AmeriCorps was the most rewarding experience I've ever h a d . Service will a lways 
be a part of my life. " 
To learn more about the exciting AmeriCorps opportunities available both locally and nationally, contact 
The Howard University AmeriCorps Campus representative at: Howard University's ggriffin@howard.edu 
AmeriCorps: Are you up to the challenge? 
BlO 
(.). 
,, 
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All HILLTOPICS are due, paid 
In full , the Monday before 
publication. Announcements 
,by campus organizations for 
1 meetings, seminars or non-
•• profit ere charged as lndlvldu-
11iils. Individuals advertising 
"(9r the purpose of announc-
ing a service, buying or sell• 
C,/,g are charged $5 for the first 
~20 words and $1 for every 
additional five words.Local 
r companies are charged $10_. 
for the first 20 words and $2 
for every five words there-
'after. Personal ads ere $2 for 
the first 10 word and a $1 for 
~,yery additional five words. 
" Do you really know your Gov-
1 .ernment? What do they do from 
,Jrere? Find out Wednesday, April 
, ,28 Blackburn Rm. 148. 7:20pm. 
sponsored by The Ladles of 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
Alpha Chapter 
DUKE NEXT SEMESTER? 
See Ms. Betty Aikens (Room 
•• G11, Admln Bldg) about the 
CDuke & Howard Exchange Pro-
J ~ gram 
, e Howard University Commu-
ty Choir Is having a ienlh year 
nlversary Spring Gospel Con-
., cert Aprtl 25, 2999 at 6pm in 
Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel. Admission is free.Jesus 
pald It all . 
To all members: 
HU Big Brother, Big Sister Stu-
dent Cluster will have i1S Spring 
Fling tomorrow at 12 noon in the 
i\laney. If you wish to participate 
please contact an E-board 
member. 
Need your car washed for the 
summer? Visit the Architecture 
parking lot May 1st. Sponsored 
by the Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta 
Sorority, Inc. Alpha Chapter 
HUSA Community Outreach 
would llke to thank UGSA for 
helping us In our 3rd Annual 
Youth Summit• We couldn' t 
J. have done II without you I 
Volunteers needed for Senior 
Week, April 26-May 1. Sign up 
at Room 106, Blackburn Center 
HUSA Community Outreach 
would like to extend a big 
THANK YOU to all the volun-
teers who participated In many 
of this years events. Be sure to 
join us this summer and be sure 
to look out for us next year!! 
Class of 1999 
Remember when ... T-shlrts on 
sale for $1 O. Stop by Blackburn 
Center, ground floor or room 
106 between 12 noon and 5pm, 
April 22-29 
WANT TO VOLUNTEER THIS 
SUMMER? 
Oall 202.262.1675 or 806.4135 
before May 8, 1999 
Vegas Night at HU! Blackjack! 
Pikerl Roulette! 
Arts & Sciences celebrates the 
20th Anniversary of Blackburn 
Center. Thursday, April 29, 8 
pm-12mldnlght, Blackburn Ball-
room. Tickets on sale @ Cram-
ton: $7. Must be 18 or older; ID 
required. 
Raffle: Win VCR, Playstation, 
Boombox, and other prizes. 
lU 
b;• FOR RENT 
l'!U Pelworth Area 
Small furnished room available In 
2nd Hoor apartment over profession• 
al office on Georgia Ave. Share 
kitchan and bath. lmenties Include 
carpeting, cable, ale, heating, cook-
ing facilities, and utilities. Male SIU-
dent preferred. Call 202.723.1267 
'Need a place 10 slay for lhe sum• 
mer? Medical student going away 
a!ld needs to sublet furnished apart• · 
ment. Please call 202.588.7117 
1 Bedroom English Basement apt. 
cfean, carpeted, w/dryer-nice 
kitchen. Near HU. Serious student 
only. Available 1 June S525/monlh + 
elec. Phone 301.439.9136 
Large 4 Bedroom House, 2 112 
baths, clean, fully carpeted, wash-
er/dryer, dishwasher, yam. Excellent 
s~rity, Near HU. Ideal for 4 seri-
OHS students. Available 1 June, 
1999. $1550/month + elec. Phone 
301.439.9136 
~- House to share. Near Howard 
,,Beauti!ully renovated Victorian. 
Olean, bright atmosphere. $300-
$380/month. Call 202.797.1199 
.. 
R,ooms for rent. $200/month. lwo 
blocks from campus. Ouiet home 
c~l 202.526.3191 and leave mes• 
s~e. Thanks. 
e room, sharing a house. rent 
month including utilities, secu• 
! deposit $350. Room available by ii 28. Address 4209 4th St., t#/ r bus and metro. 10 min from 
Hus· campus. Pleas contact Ms. 
N~mi Heggans at 202.291.2826 
3 ~edroom great house. $400/per-
son. 1330 10th St. NW-3rd floor 
Room for rent near Drew Hall. Heat, 
AJC, kitchen, and bathroom facili-
ttes, washer and Dryer. Furnished, 
$350. Jay 202. 745.1260 
$200/monlh. very quiet homo. Two blocks 
from campus. Clean, safe n&.ighborhood. 
c,,, 20l!.52S.3191 and leave message. 
H 
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FOR SALE 
Black history calendar 
A Journey through 365 days of 
Black History. For the month of 
Feb. calendars are $1 o plus 
$3.50S+H (priority mail), $1 extra 
each additional calendar. Checks 
or money orders made payable 
to:lokts 
Attentio'p_8'.~xm-M8 Children 
Bladensburg, MO 2071 O 
Fridge for Sale 
Dorm size. 32.5'tall, 19"wide, 1r 
deep. Good condition. Bullt•in-
freezer. $75. 
• Jay" 202.745.1260 
Cap City Negro League Collec-
tlon Worlds 
Freshest Baseball Caps. 
202.722.0701 or 800.223.TAJO 
EMPLOYMENT/ SERVICES 
Volunteer Computer Teachers 
Needed 
Byte Back, Is a DC based non-prof-
it organization which provides free 
computer training to inner-city DC 
residents. They are looking for vol-
unteers to teach (5) 90 minute 
class over fie weeks. Classes 
include Windows 95, Word, Excel, 
Power Point, Access and the Inter-
net. If you are interested in volun-
teering for this important cause 
please email volunteer@byteb-
back.org or call the Byte Back 
office at 202.518.8780. You can 
also see their Website at www.byte-
back.org. 
Attention Students: We are looklng 
for subjects who are majoring In 
Chemistry, Biology, English, Fine 
Arts, History, or Political Science to 
participate in a memory study. Sub-
jects will be paid $1 O for participa-
tion in the study. If you are interest-
ed in participating in the memory 
study, please contact Sheketha 
Hauser at 202.806.6805 or e-mail 
shauser@Howard.edu 
Summer Speed Reading Program 
Improve comprehension an triple 
reading sped-AM hours, no fee, 
Interested call 301.949.1761 and 
leave message. 
Students, Faculty, Staff 
Top prices paid for used and 
unwanted textbooks with resell 
value. Ta] Book Service. 
202.722.0701 or 800.223.TAJO 
Looking to have fun + earn money 
at the same time. The YMCA 
Urban Program Center is looking 
for Camp Directors and Camp 
Counselors. In need of creative, 
energetic, and responsible. Appli-
cants only. Supervising + planning 
experience preferred. Fax resume 
to 202.575.2687 or call 
202.575.2670 
Personals 
Happy Birthday Nicole Zuber and 
Belinda Harris. 
Love, Cathy J. 
First floor Frazier 197-198. Good 
luck on your final exams. Cadlan 
B., Belinda H., Shalna W., Nicole 
Z., Ashanit H., Vickie J., Johnere 
P., Aisha C. 
Friends 4 life, 
CathyJ. 
The magnificent Seven and CFL 
Crews, my Dogs 4 Lifel Keep 
Bangin' Babyl 
-Big Jaz b.k.a QB2 
Danielle, 
Happy B-day and may God 
continue to bless you. 
From Wilson 
p.s. 143 Forever 
Congratulations to everyone else 
who made it to the professional 
phase. I'll see you In 
Musculoskeletal Anatomy this 
summerll 
-Giselle 
Congratulatlons to us ... Shay and 
Female Officer Howard AKA Face. on 
our wedding. Your name is more than 
on my arm but my heart forever. Love 
your tongue ring! Your are the Beast 
Babyl 
I will always Love youl 
Shay 
HUSA Community Outreach would like 
to extend our gratttude to everyone on 
lhe Hilltop staff. Putting up with all of 
our demands is hard work, but you did 
it. Thanks Amelia, rdfany, and Nadine! 
•Giselle 
Adebisi Ofuwadamilola Klmbely Tiamlyu 
• It Is not easy being a perent and a full 
time student. But, I love you and you 
are the reason for my struggle. My God 
sent only little gi~. 
Love Mommy 
Steven• 
Wishing you the BEST, it is almost over. 
No more Hilltop for your, but you have 
greater things ahead: Be good•be 
hones, and you will shine. March, 
March, March. 
Luvya-
Keya 
_KEYA ANO JASON, Thanks for 
keeping us strong in here. LUV Both of 
y'all. Keep the faith! STEVE 
THANK GOO for both of you. LUV YAII 
STEVEI 
Law Clerk 
(Tl'lnporary l'o~ition) 
Pepco has an fnwncdlatt ,van,blhy In 
Its l.tgal Admlnlstntlon Dq)artmcnt for 
t ttmpol11')' Uw Otn:, 
To qu,lfy, )OU should bt """"II),_.., 
ln di.Mr day or night taw sdioo\ ha\'t 
completed your tirsl ~, otlaw school 
~,:=~~!.:=~~ 
Point MDOt or 2.s or hightt on a ,.o ~ 
'nils ban ocdktlt opportl,lflr\Y 10,loln 
a majOr pbyt, in lhc npidly <'ba"9'ng 
utilil)' indUSCfY. 
If inlffl'it(d. $lk'JSc sut>rrwl,)OUI' l'(S\llflt and 
most f'l'ffl'lt tnnsaipt to: Potomac 8ttlric 
"'-Comc>tny, Job- 206,4-1205, • 
Suitt 100, 1900 Fttlf\S)Mnh1 Aw. NW. 
Washington. DC 20068. Fu: (202) 
3J1-68SO. E-mal: en,ploymn,tO 
pqxo.oom.MJEOE 
COMPUTER FOR SALE 
rcasonahle price, windows 98, 
office 97, internet access, etc. 
for details call 
Glenda 
939-001 1 
KAPPA KAPPA PSI· 
and 
TAU BETA SIGMA 
will be hosing a picnic 
for the Marching Band on 
May 1, 1999 @ 
Rock Creek Park 
Bombchell-
l'11 never forget Jamaica! It was Iha 
bomb, but I'll never forget you. 
Thanks for listening to me. Be sweet 
and don't break any hearts out there. 
Best of wishes., Missy. 
Luv ya, 
True Philly Diva 
To the Noble Men of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc. Beta Chapter: You've 
given me strength, endless support, 
Words of Wisdom and priceless 
memories. Thank you for everything! 
Luv, 
Jaubl, 
Miss Black & Gold 98/99 
Respect due to the Class of '99. 
Love goes to all that gave it. 
OP'99 
To my girl & classmate Nelly 
Ekanem. You finally have your name 
in printl 
-Kimothy 
If I have left you baffled, confused, 
umbfounded, or thinking "damn I 
hate him but I can't help but respect 
him", then my work here is done. 
nd to my HU Crew Team, the World 
is yours. 
Peace Is already out, so I say WAR. 
Drew "Droopy" Anderson 
To my dear: 
l:I1'-A<I> Always hold up the stan-
dards. 
KA 'i' • bros I love you. 
Alpha Sands • you've been my inspi-
ration. 
CP • no words can express. 
24 • yawl BETTER shine 
and to those who touched my life I 
ways you'll never know: Class of 
2002, Miko, Miayah, Mr. Samuels, 
Mrs. Neal, Fabrice, Leaf, La, Torah-
na, D, Crystal + to those who've 
known me close + afar. 
Future Alumni: you'll never know 
who Howard is until you grab all she 
wants to give you. 
Surpassing lhls phase - I can rest 
easy knowing HIS Jove Is everlasting. 
See ya later. 
Tamyia Horton BKA Tegene Dulce 
Across street from the School of Busi-
ness Basement Apartment, CAC, New 
Kitchen + bath, washer & dryer, off 
street perking, $525 0B0, Sinclair 
202.246.6873 
end last but not least .. 
Peace to all tho heeds who took 4 to 
graduate. To all the smucks who's 'girls 
I snuck, give up and mest..bete, and 
to tho yearbook editors, get 011 AKA's 
nob, 
To "MD", rest In peace, I'll see you on 
the other side. 
Love, 
IL•LoG.l.c: the neuron u luv to hate 
Ro. B.east de stud magnet: you make 
crunk cake end flesh easy when tired, 
bu1 take the red pill for the real thrllll 
I Love the HELL out of youl 
N-em-a 
Howard Brown, I'll outrhyme you one 
day! 
IL-LoG.l.c 
Goodbye all ... Andre, DeKerry, The 
House o f Crew, Bureay, Derek, Aaron, 
Rav. Mendenhall, 4th Floor, Terah, 
House of Cerver ... Smlle tor me 
HIiitop Crew, It's been Great. Peace 
and Love Always, 
STEVEGRAYI 
Why, does the class of 
1999's 
yea rbook look like a .... 
Let m e know .... 
Arrelle 
Proud Graduat e 
TO THE 1998-1999 HILLTOP 
STAFF, 
JUST WANTED TO SAY IT 
HAS BEEN AN HONOR AND 
BLESSING TO WORK WITH 
ALL OF YOU. l'M SURE THAT 
SOMEDAYUl'LL HAVE TO 
- THROW AP LllZER PARTY 
FOR ONE OF Y'ALL IF NOT~ 
GET READY TO THROW ONi: 
FOR MEI STAY STRONG. STAY 
HONEST. AND NEVER LET 'EM 
SEE YOU SWEAT! STAY 
AERCE. BE PROUD. 
REMEMBER WHOSEYOU ARE. 
--STEVEG. 
The Distinguished Gentlemen of 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI 
FRATERNITY,INC. 
XI CILU1'l!R • HOWAJ<D UNIVutSITY 
PRl':SKNT 
SATURDAY, APRIL 24TH 
NOON • UNTIL ... 
RAIN DATE: SAT IIAY 1ST 
Rock m M • Loi te 
F R E E 
FOOD• DRltK • NUPE JUICE 
KA'P 
PRE-PARTY 
Mecca Temple 
1438 U St.. N.W. 
(Natloa.. ..... ,
n.nc.r. Aprtl 22nd 
10:GGPII-Unlll 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
Grmt'ftelMllpn 
hywt ~ 1M 12am 
,m IBIIND 
♦ • ♦ • ♦ • • ♦ ♦ • 
__ ..,. ___ ..... ____ 
AU M£N NI£ Klluml Equ,.I... 
SOME JuST look bmt Alll 
SELMO, BRANDON BROUSSOURD & PLEASURE 
I n coojuction with 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY'.S STUDENT ASSOCIATION 98'-99' 
CORDI ALLY I NVITE YOU TO 
THE EXCLUSIVE 
********************************************* 
3RDANNUAL 
GRA D U A T ION CELEBRITY 
C E L EBRATION 
SATURDA Y , JVIAY 8th·
1 
at the Historic 
WASHING TON C ONV ENTION 
CENT ER lOpm-until 
(IN THE G R AND BALLROOM--B) 
DRESS TO IMPRESS * NO JEANS OR SNEAKERS * MUST BE IlGGY 
SURPRISE CELEBRITY GUEST / Lilnited Adv. tickets @ $15 
For more info call (202)'543-4661or E-mail yolo66@yahoo.com 
********************************************* 
SPECI AL HOWARD GRADUAT ION 
$109 HOTEL RATES 
. a t the L u x u rious $ 109 
GRAND HYATT 
10th & H s t . N .W . (btvv 10th & 11t h) 
(di ,:ectl y ac,:oss from the 'Washington Convention Cente,:) 
L imite d R ooms Avail a ble a t $ 109 
parents, friends, & family ask for the Howard graduation room block 
reservations must be received asap 
call (202) 582-1234 or (800 ) 233-1234 
LOWEST ROOM RATES IN THE AREA! 
